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The results of experimental work under NASA NAGr8007 and Supplement I to that
Research Grant are reported herein. The work, wind tunnel evaluation of NASA's
Wind Wheel Turbine (WWT) was initiated iv June 1980 and completed In August 1981.
The technical nK)nitor on the project was, the WWT Inventor, Mr. John 	 Kaufman,
Fluid Dynamics Branch, Atmospheric Sciences Division.
Objectives
The three objectives of the project were to:
1. Provide a technical assessment of the aerodynamic performance
of the WWT.
2. Evaluate the potential of the wind wheel turbine In utilizing
wind as an alternate power source and
3. Develop scaling parameters to predict the aerodynamic performance
of WWT prototype sized to produce 3, 9, 30 and 100 kw outputs In
a 6.7 m/sec (15 nil les per hour) wind.
Scn_ e
The following tasks were caop)eted under this Grant;
A. Construct a scale model, Model A, of the WWT from
description supplied by NASA.
B. Design and set tip a performance measuring system for the
WWT In the Tennessee Technological University (TTU) wind tunnel.
C. Measure the performance, rotor speed and torque, of Model A
WWT at steady wind tunnel speeds of 28, 33 and 38 meters/sec





D.. Design, set up and run a spin-up, spin-down test system for the
i	 WWT, Model A.
E. Instrument and measure the performance of Model K WWT, supplied
by NASA, at steady wind turmel speeds of 28, 33 and 38 meters/sec.
F. Measure the. performance of the individual wind inlets, singularly
and in pairs, for the Mode) K WWT.
G. Analyze the performance data and compare to data on other types
of wind turbines.
`	 K Extrapolate, the performance of the models to homologous prototype
with shaft outputs of 3, 9, 30 and 100 kw.
EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEMS
Wind Tunnel Tests
Steady state performance of the WWT models were run in the Tennessee
Technological University Wind Tunnel, a low velocity recirculation tunnel with
a test section 2 ft high x 3 ft wide x 10 ft long. The turbine models were mounted
on the center lime of the test section and connected to an external torquemeter
and revolution counter by a shaft e ytending through the side of the tost section.
Torque measurements were made with a Lebow strain gage type torquemeter and digital
indicator/amplifier. The torque sensor contained a 60 tooth gear and magnetic
pickup. The gear and pickup system provided a pulse signal to an electronic counter/
timer which would display the rotor speed. Wind tunnel velocity was measured by
a pitot tube connected to a micromanometer. The wind tunnel test system is
illustrated in Figure 1.
Spin Up - Spin Down Test System
Transient data on WWT, Model A, was obtained using an open, blow through
wind tunnel illustrated in Figure 2. The model was mounted at the exit of the
tunnel. Wind velocity was determined by an upstream pitot probe and inclined
manometer which was calibrated against a velocity probe located at the position
3where the model would be placed. The rotor speed :if L'oe model was measured by a
mai,;netic pickup and 60 tooth gear, set out of the wind stream and connected to the
rotor by a light  aluminum shaft. Timid count rates duri rig spin up and spin down
provided data on rotor acceleration.
Spin-up tests were run by placing the WWT model, with rotor locked, In the
air stream with the desired wind speed. The rotor was released and the revolutions
as a function of time were recorded. When the steady state speed was reached, this
maximum shaft speed was also recorded.
Spin-down tests were run starting from the steady state conditionsions of the
spin-up cests. A damper in the wind tunnel was closed to divert the flaw out the
side of the tunnel. Speed-time data was recorded as the rotor coasted to a stop.
These tests were run at model inlet air velocities of 10.4, 11.7, 13.2 and 16.5
meters. /sec (2050, 2300, 2600 and 3250 ft/min) .
Model A, WWT
A scale model WWT, designated the Model A, was built of plexiglass following
the descriptive sketches supplied by NASA. The dimensions of the Model A, with a
rotor diameter of 14 cm (5.51 in.), are given in Figure 3, 4 and 5. A photograph
of the completed unit Is shown In Figure 6.
The Model A WWT had wheel dimensions and measured wind collector areas as
shown below:
Wheel: dxw 6 projected area 5 1/2"x 1 7/8"	 10.31 sq in or 66.5 sq cm
Front collector 3 1/4" x 2	 13/16" 9.14 sq	 in or	 59.0 sq cm
Top projection of rotor	 1 7/8" x 2 3/4" 5.16 sq	 in 33.3 sq cm
Side collectors +v	 2	 13/161 " x 3" ea 16.74 sq	 in 108.0 sq cm
Bottom deflector 2 3/4" x 3/41 " 2.06 sq	 in 13.3 sq cm
Total Collector Area 33.13 sq	 in 213.7 sq cm
Mod e 1 K, WWT
The Model K WWT, an aluminum model bui It and supplied by NASA, was about 40%
larger than the Model A. It is illustrated by sketches in Figure 7, 8 and 9 and by
r
f4
photograph in Figure 10. The major dimensions are shown in the sketches as scaling
units.
The measured wheel dimensions and wind collector areas for the Model K WWT are:
Wheel :
 dxw & projected area 8 3/16" x 2 3/4" . 22.52 sq in or 145.26 cm2
Front collector N 3 17/18" x 3 1/2" 1j,.85	 sq in s 89.35 cm2
Top projection of rotor	 2	 3/41 " x 4 9/16" 12.55 sq in  80.97 cm2
Side collectors ti 4 1/8" x 3 15/16" 31.96 sq in 206.19 cm2
Bottom deflector 3 13/16" x 1	 1/4" 4.76 sq	 in 30.71 cm2
Total Collector Area 63.12 sq In 407.22 cm2
RES U.TS
Performance Tests
Power and torque test data, runs A-1 to A-11 for the Model A WWT and K-1 to
K-7 for the Model K WWT are attached in the Appendix A. The methods of data
reduction, to obtain torque shaft power and wind energy, are shown in Apperdix B.
Representative performance curves for Model A, torque and power plotted against
shaft speed for wind velocities of 28, 33 and 36 m/sec (5500, 6500 and 7000 ft/min)
are plotted as Figures 11, 12 and 13.
Performance curves for the Model K WWT, at wind velocities of 20 to 36 m/sec
(4700 to 7000 ft/min) are given in Figures 14, 15 and 16.
Nondimensional performance measures, torque coefficient C T , and power coefficient
C P , are plotted vs the velocity ratio in Figure 17.
Spin Up and Spin Down Te sts
Data for the spin-up and spin-down tests, run using the Model A WWT, are given
in Appendix C. The results of the sp! n tests are plotted in Figures 18 and 19. Also
shown on these plots are the earlier Kaufman spin test data l , takLn using an earlier
stainless steel WWT model.
'Advanced and Innovative Wind Wheel Turbine, M.S. Thesis of John W. Kaufman,
Uni ver i lye
 of Tennessee, December 1979.
5Discussion
The performance data from Models A and K are similar. Figures 11, 12 and 13
for the Model A and Figures 14, 15 and 16 for the Model K show that both have almost
a linear decreasing shaft torque with increasing shaft speed. The maximum rotor
speed, at zero shaft torque, occurs when bearing friction and rotor windage losses
balance the wind energy extracted by the rotor.
An Instability In the Model A torque curve, a local flatening of the torque
with speed, generally occurs at least once in each performance curve. The flat spots
In the torque curve can cause a relative peak i r, power output. This instability or
hysteres s does not appear to be an experimental fluke. All the tests of the Model A
exhibited this instability phenomena at about 65% of max speed. A second instability
occurs at about 20% of max rotor speed. A third instability occurs when the rotor is
locked. The locked-rotor torque is strongly dependent on the position of the rotor
blades with respect to the housing flow paths. A 2 to 1 swing in stall torque occurred
as the position of the locked rotor varied over a 45" interval, a blade passage interval.
The Model K performance curves were smoother than the Model A and did not
exhibit the same type of flat spots.
	 Ibwever the K model had the same variation of
stall torque, with the torque varying strongly with the static blade position.
The normalized performance curves, Figure 17, compare the Models A and K for
the several tests. The better performance of the larger Model K was expected
based on size considerations. But the magnitude of improvement was larger than
anticipated. Using a Reynolds Number analogy to deduce the influence of size on
turbine performance,




would indicate the losses in the smaller turbine would exceed the larger units
loss by 7%. Measured decreases in C p , the power coefficient between the Model K
and the Model h were found to be around 42%.
E
6The significance of the spin data is rather obscure. The validity of comparing
the curren,^ Model A data to earlier NASA data appears nil. The spin data Is a measure
of the inertia of the rotor, the frictional losses in the turbine rotor and lastly
the efficiency of the turbine in converting wind energy into mechanical energy.
The performance assessment of the WWT can best be done by eliminating the confusing
influences of inertia and rotor frictional losses. This was done in the steady state
performance measurements discussed above. The direct measure of performance is much
superior to the indirect spin test methods.
Performance of Individual Wind Collection System
The Model K WWT was run with only one or two of the three air collection
systems being open to the wind. One or more inlets--front, side ports or top--were
covered to prevent wind front entering the wheel via that passage. The measured
performance of the turbine was normalized by dividing by a wind energy factor scaled
to the collector area actually open to the wind. This procedure allows the effective-
ness of each collector 6 duct system to be evaluated individually. Comparing the
decrease in normalized performance of two systems operating together from the
performance of the individual systems gives a measure of the interference of one
system with another.
It is clear that the top port is the most efficient air collection system, based
on peak power coefficient. The front port Is next and the side wings have the lowest
peak power coefficient, all based on the actual wind collection area open.
Combining the operating of the front and wheel top collectors reduces the
power coefficient to the lower of the two. The two collectors together are little
better than the front port alone. The performance of the complete wind turbine,
the heavy solid line on the C  & C T plots, show that the performance comes up
slightly when adding the side collectors to the front and the wheel wind inlets. But
the performance of the other two collector configurations, wheel top and sides or
7a
front and sides, is reduced by adding the third collector. Combinations inclu
the front and the wheel top have reduced performance. The air flows from the
and the wheel top are shown to have strong negative interactive effects.
These results show that strong interactions--the flow from one collector
bucking or flowing counter to a second stream--can cause a sharp degregation of
performance. The collectors and wheel are not designed to work harmoniously
together.
One of the primary WWT design problems is the paddle wheel, an inefficient
low speed design. The flow entering a bucket to generate a rotor torque must turn
around at the bottom of the blade passage and flow out counter to the in-flow stream.
This is an inefficient design. The flow leaving a blade passage+ may, due to wheel
rotation, find itself flowing counter to a fresh air stream from another collector
system. This second counter current stream again takes its toll, reducing turbine
output and lowering the efficiency.
The paddle wheel blade design, inherently counter flow in operation, needs
to be replaced with a pure radial In-flow rotor. The wind would be introduced to
aerodynamically shaped blades on the periphery of the rotor. The air passes through
the blade passages, producing a rotor torque. The air would continue its radial
inflow and be discharged through one or two axial openings at the center of the rotor.
Scaling
The performance of the WWT models can be scaled-up using turbomachinery
similarity rules or "fan laws" and a model of the behavior of flow losses with
unit size. The similarity rules for incompressible flow are
Flow: Q a ND3
Head: H	 N 2 D 2
Power: P a N3DS
Awe]] accepted turbine loss model, the Moody model, is given on page 5. This
8flow model can be used to determine the viscous flow losses and performance of
WWT prototypes from the measured wind tunnel performance of the WWT models. The
Moody loss model is:
1 - g 1 i flow losses)1	 ( D	 °•2
	
T ---g-2-	 , low lossee 2	 D1
This model can also be based on Reynolds number, NRe - ^b rr-ther than just size.
For model tests in air, the speed ratio between model and prototype and the diameter
ratio influence the flow losses such that
	
0 - ni)	 (flow losses)	 (NRe2) 0.2
	
1 - n 2 )	 ow Bosses )2	 NRei
Adapting these relationships to the wind turbine scaling problem yields:
Wind power = P 	 a Vw3D2
PAaft
Power coefficient = C p = -, w
wind
Shaft power : Psh 
0, CFOVW3D2




at Vw	 33 m/sec and
M
D	 = 0.208 in with
w 
AcollectorM = 0.0145 m2
The prototype wind speed selected, 15 mph, is
V  = 6.7 m/sec
The relationships for prototype shaft power, based on size on'.y, is:
Pshlp = 36.3	
D p 2 - 25.7	 Dpi.e	 watts
The relationship for prototype shaft power can be modified to include Reynolds
number influences by replacing D 2 /D i
 with NRe2 /NRei . The expanded expression
9for prototype flow losses, with v  . VP , is
0.6 - Cp M
	
D V	 1.2
(T. 6- C ) (D-RV 2)
P
The shaft power prediction equation, which inci )Aes size and velocity influences, is:
Psh i p - 36.3
	
Dpz - 35.3	 D  1.M
Prototype wheel diameters, fo! 4 power levels, were calculated using the above
two models and a prototype wind velocity of 6.7 m/sec. The results, for a prototype
operating at the optimum speed ratio of 0.42, are tabulated below.










The normalized performance of the K Model WWT is plotted on Figure 21 with
the ideal propeller windmill performance and the measured performance curves for
other current windmill designs. Tho WWT performance is almost lost in the lower
left hand corner of the plot. The WWT does not have much velocity ratio range,
only up to N 1, and has very disappointing performance, C  ti 0.02, as compared to
0.4 for the high speed propeller designs.
Selecting the best single wind collection system from Figure 20, the wheel
top of the Model K, and adding this to the comparative performance map, Figure 21,
offers little encouragement. The wheel-top-only peak C  was only 0.04 to 0.044. And
the effectiveness of the one collector system design is poor for a large structure
was required to support a small collector area.
10
The advantages of mechanical strength and safety are inherent to the WWfT
housed rotor design. These advantages might be preserved in a competitive design
if a radial in-flow rotor were available. This new rotor could be fed from a
large collector designed to provide a uniform, symmetric flow to the rotor inlet.
The rotor exhaust would leave axially and be swept out with the passing wind. Such
a system, carefully designed, could rival the high speed propeller type turbines in
performance. The major problem would be keeping the wind turbine design small
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MODEL A WWT WIND TURBINE
Mounted in Wind Tunnel
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FIGURE 19 SPINDOWN TEST RESULTS
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FIGURE 20 POWER COEFFICIENT FOR INDIVIDUAL WIND COLLECTOR SYSTEMS FOR MODEL K WWT
Based only on collector area open, 
Vwind ' 6500 fpm
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FIGURE 21 COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE MAP






Index of Data Sheets
Nominal
Test No Date Model Wind Speed Description of Test
ft/min
1 2/25/81 A 5500 Prony brake torque measurement
2 2/25/81 A 6500 10 	 to	 "
3 2/28/81 A 5500 Repeat of Test 1
4 3/2/81 A 6500 Repeat of Test 2
5 3/3/81 A 5500 Repeat of Test 1
6 3/4/81 A 6500 Repeat of Test 2
7 5/5/81 A 5500 Torquemeter readout
8 5/5/81 A 6500 to
9 5/7/81 A 6500 to	 to
10 5/7/81 A 5500 Test with Kaufman
11 5/7/81 A 7000 Survey test with Kaufman
K-1, 5/12/81 K 5500 Partial
	 test - overloaded generator load
K- 2 5/13/81 K 4700 Torquemeter readout, Friction brake load
K-3 5/13/81 K 5500 I 	 of	 of





K-5 5/22/81 K 4000 Stall	 torque tests
K-6 5/22/81 K 6500 Repeat of K-!"
K-7 5/22/81 K 7000 Survey	 test ^,nly
K-8 6/19/81 K 5500 Side collectors only open
K-9 6/19/81 K 6500 to	 to	 of	 It
K-10 6/22/81 K 5500 Wheel	 top only open
K-11 6/22/81 K 6500 11	 it	 It	 "
K-12 6/22/81 K 5500 Front and wheel 	 top open
K-13 6/22/81 K 6500 $1 	 to	 It
K-14 6/23/81 K 5500 Front inlet only open
K - 15 6/23/81 K 6500 01	 01	 It
	
to
K-16 6/23/81 K 5500 Front and side collectors open
K- 17 6/23/81 K 6500 01	 it	 11	 it
	 It
K-18 6/23/81 K 5500 Side collectors and wheel
	
top open
K-19 6/24/81 K 6500 10 	 11 	 "	 "
i
A
Data WIND TUNNEL DATA Force Velocity Torque Power
P t. Time Shaft (Torque) VW Y PVel Static TempNo. Press Press Speed Arm)
PV Ps T N F
IIH 2 0 IIH20 *F RPM gm fpm	 m/s mN-m Watts
S A 7 v J 3 b;3
S 4 514. 8 22 ^6 & oL!., 4 o
2	 f





















s ffe Y e0 07
S Y 7 7v t. 7
f o-,
12	 s .5%fs /3 40. ti G„7o
f











S 1,803 y 3
f
17	 S, ? 7, 1^  0
TTU-NASA WWT TEST DATA	 Ca t e.
Performance Test of Model 	 WWT, Config.
Test Objective
Test Cond.
Observer (s) 	 T	
'2' 1Hg; T	 -C
	
room--Z 	 PBar 104! Y	 Bar0	 e,- 5; ,,5-CG	 /f	 2'j A!t
COMMENTS:
Data WIND TUNNEL DATA Force Velocity Torque Power
Vel Static TempPt. Time Shaft (Torque) Vw T P
No. Press Press Speed Arm)
PV Ps T N F
"H 2 0 "H 0 OF RPM gm f m	 m/s I mN-m Watts








































r	 TTU-NASA WWT TEST DATA
	
Date ` , ^`'`'„ • s'^
Performance Test of Model 	 WWT, Config.
Test Objective
Test Cond.
Observer(s)	 T room----- F; PBar
	 "'g; TBar	 --ec
COMMENTS:
Data WIND TUNNEL DATA Force Velocity Torque Power
Pt. Time Shaft (Torque) Vw, T PVel 3tatic Temp
No. Press Press Speed Arm)
Pv Ps T N F
"M20 "H20 °F RPM gm fpm	 m/s mN •m Watts
Yf
^. S'^s ^c <. o 3 .'I.
._ _2	 f v V L__
r..
U
s ^', ,ry .4
_
^. f ^' Y L 7 6 A: , 4, S1 1,313	 f y. _.N
4''1
F6"'
x,53 3 /r^^ yC ,s	
_..._ /3."'? 9,3 7





1v	 _ s ^', sir I..3^ /° /f T, Ii,	 s". ^' 3, ^^ ,,t, s4;.	 f
e.4 73
f L,
12	 s ^', s/ ^. 3,, e S, 67 1 ^. 3
13	 s ',.S/ b' /. 30 /0/ / /	 y s ^'° °.






, V.. 3 o 3, v6





TTU •NASA WWT TEST DATA	 Date 41'''..x',.!
Performance Test of Model	 WWT, Config.
Test Objective
Test Cond.
Observer( s) 	 Troom— ---*F ' PBar- dl	 I'N9' TBar A.) As 's ^C
COMMENTS:
, . .








r. r . ^N L l't' J
Y. y s" 3 4, tic	 ...._ /, y y
A, 'yo '?
 
4 , Y ^ --	 ♦.. 's'
I 9-,14 	---^--- . 3 7. &,Y
j'e , Y S 3 9. J r . 4
P. $,4	 —_._., y ,e, 7 3	 --- . s
t' 2, d^ i y 3, le	 -------	 , c' 7














TTU •NASA WWT TEST DATA	
Date 2 r^ra.'ri
Performance Test of Model 	 WWT, Config.
LTest 0 jective
Test Cond.
Observer(s)	 Troom-Z —OF ' PBar^^^H9 ' TBar 'sue--^C
C
Data WIND TUNNEL DATA Force Velocity Torque Power
Pt.	 Time Shaft (Torque)
v 
T PVel Static Temp
No. Press Press Speed Arm)
Py Ps T N F
IN 2 0 "'M	 0 °F RPM gm, fpm	 m/s	 I mN • m Watts
f ^
• 7^f '
s /I eeo- Z vo ^^ ^ / at 7^° s
5	 S 1,717 ,	 ^ : ^  < /15)6 e a
 7 6f





g	 s 1, M f e , e../
f
9	
S l71s C•	 7 y3 l44=Y
----,
S',4- - / s,S z c;f
to	
S i,71 Y v,'l Y,s' y 34f
, c..
f
12	 s 1,771 G, p.t 1.5' 70 ^'^'o
 o %- t'' bf
13	 s 1,75'1 o•fl'7 y s" s 4/ /,	 v
^'^', d /. 4 Lf
f
15	 s .. /^7)v v,H 1 y f	 ° ... / 3. s,'^








!' 	^ a 1	 / Oat
.3^










TTU-NASA WWT TEST DATA	 Oate_,^-=-^
Performance Test of Model 	 WWT, Config.
Test Objective
Test Cond.
Observer(s)	 Troom-Z 	 F" PBar-	 1--^1Mg' T Oar d' '4-	 *C
Data WIND TUNNEL DATA Force Velocity Torque Power
Pt. Time Shaft (Torque) Vw T PVol tatic Temp
No. Press Press Speed Arm)
Py Ps T N F.(
•^ "H20 "H20 OF	 I RPM m fpm	 m/s mN•m Watts
IF
s A,..S y (' / ^ 30 ^ d e N ^'y ^ .5 ^
^', 9 !^ 0 .672	 f
s3 ^',s,'; /,.,'^ r	 ' A'.' A .; c.. ^^,,30 f, ^^
f
5,	








C' `	 ' '	 '
f
f
l ^, r• t' 4.	 Yf
to	
s ^/s,. 1, A!7 ys /.^' s/ //,,s 4
,e, .s ^t
f
r1,7s' 3. y 7f
12	
s
^', S^^ /,	 l y ^; /L /a //,'fS , 7 ^f




/J? y,f- r,3^ V c
 
Y . S•, 4f
15	 S w Z 7, 93 .? , .	 sf
16	 s ^'^`^s'l /'A-'7 f,y
f



















3 ^, ^► ^ i,^ff
^,f ..31 a. so
4. 3, ^^ a.,^s
Ic
C d c. tr u .+„ ^•
	 O
j y 77 // 1 7 /aa`
^'.y y / /, 2 G /oo'
/pQ
q % j /. ?C /^
d
:2.y7( /,Ie !t7




Oata WIND TUNNEL DATA Force Velocity Torque Power
Pt. Time Shaft (Torque)l v T PVel Static Temp
No. Press Press Speed Arm)
aL ^^ PV Ps T N F
3 "H20 "H 0 OF RPM gm f m	 m/s	 I mN •m Watts
9,145f /,84 7 90 h 3'
s !,	 c u,	 v F; ^ z-x -^-lam►- ,c^'. /S
s ,el,3 C,va 58 e^ v ^ 3,a0
f /.f/7
4	 s /^	 l 7 v , ro c ¢ . b' ^' •s-,s^s•L, ^• y,	 l i. f7f




/, b	 G L, yo - 90 / 4 y3 7, 96 s..^ y t .,1^ j y- . ¢ ,^^	 L
f /,o/y
f
g	 s 4;;3 v	 f'd `/^ l ^8.s' ^`^',.'o :s•s3 x+.17 /k, /9) ^', l 7
f
f /. 0'/4'
10	 S /,.q/ti' O, fo Y^ 9sc /%..So s-^^+ ,:^e.f.. 2 0 , L U a ,o S+
f /, &I l'
11	 s /.818 0. %d %3 8 rz8 /e, i-.r74 %5,13 3,J 9 ,C'.0Hf /. 4 i /
12	 s /'6/1 C, f'v r3 7 4 0 /.^c' SS-7./ ,c s. so /,6'7
f /,eiI
13	 s /,ell v , fo f3 SY 7 / .3	 3^ s-s- 7 , b,^y s.' E , is v %, .S of /,e/(
14	 s /.8r'/ 0.87 'YS YSb % 3. fs..- s's'	 ^ ';;,^^ / 6, F:u /0 e8
f
15	 s /. >; 6L o, o7 YS' 3(/7 / :3, 70 .... , 4s'79 4 5'. 3S 6. 8-5 Le o X 41'
f L
16	 s /.BBL v, 67 9s ' ^^' 13r 8c ... '-S7 6 7 0 S-
f
s




C	 TTU-NASA WWT TEST DATA	 Dated
	
i
Performance Test of Model	 WWT, Config.
Test ONjective
Test Cond.
Observers) ^^, 41 . i'a^L:^t'	
_ T room-- —*F ' P Bar-b --+ ^Hg ' TBar 2'^'' 6C
Di. / er ' .S f cv .ti.r o0	 7S	 .24. C1
OF POOR IQUAUITY
r • ^ ix r	 ' •^ 1 ~ y . ,
r.co
Al 07
44, A 1	 1 4 rte`
07 	 Q r .^,




if y yry j2 e YA!
S' 5"8'/ 12	 0 1 y d















,^', 1 q	 l
Tu y t Nu.
TTU-NASA WWT TEST DATA
Nom. Wind Vei. ^;,^`t,o -` Vic+
Date 4k / j^.►- r=^-=-^'








Data WIND TUNNEL DATA Force;	 '
t
Velocity	 Torque







"H,0 °F RPM	 gm fpm	 m/s	 mN-m






















f ^'. su t.
11	 5 4?S46 y /	 a^' /^^r ya
i
02 413 0
f ^.' . Sc b









16	 5 Y Y I /Ile /00 7 406 18, 16 34.7,0
f
.c' y 9 7_ -
17	 sfi ^,yY^ e/ ' 'u /oo .S~Sr 1 9. c+/ ^^^; 1d,Y ,3 7, 4Lz.^ fLJ
R QUA-^^
Test No.	 F	 p9 2
Nom. Wind Vet.	 fpm
TTU NASA WWT TEST DATA (continued)
Data	 ^ WIND TUNNEL DATA ,......1 Forces °j^ Velocity	 ^	 Torque Pp,.ier
Pt.	 Ti;, ► e Shaft (Torque)II VW	 T PU41	 I	 Static Tema






I 11H^0	 I	 11H,0 OF RPM gm fom	 m/s	 mN•m Watts
Is	 Fi I,;^
y^t




 z8 lv 3"y0^06
I
.^' ^, ^cyo ^, •^' 9
r1 ^'.^1?J '_
20 f ( 7e ^^..f'3^^	 ^^^^
? 1	 s ^	 I h' y `` T
f '	 ! ^' yiffs I 1
22
I ~f , `/ f c^	 f,^^
s
24	 s `' A 0' 'af I.
/u ^,' C^ 3 z o	 ^ d 2, 7 A! ^.
25 UA!
-
j',5,7	 rw I ,SrC ,3 7 G

























TTU-NASA WWT TEST DATA
Nom. Wi nd Vei.
Qate 'i^/ %^








Data WINC TUNNEL DATA Force Velocity	 Torque Power	 i






































.Y/ 1 3 /l zti^^^
^
^'.^ /	 ,,' t.
f

















H/I 7 Y)  t/ ys -5v A	 ^ . ^`^ l^
COM M ENTS.	 1 f`^51'	 ^f L /'Yf ^r,'! / G^1 C'	 ^^^t ^^_^^ {
n
	Test No.	 /	 pg 4
	
Nom. Wind Val. ,	fpm
TTU NASA WWT TEST DATA (continued)
Oaca WINO TUNNEL DATA Force  Velocity 	 Torque Power
Pt.	 ^T el Static Tamp Shaft ( Torque) V	 T P
,`O. Press Press Speed Arm)	 ^^
W
P,r Ps T N vz //^?
I "h ,10 "N,O °F RPM mN-m Watts





































Final Room Data:	 T roOM7_7—^ F ' P Bar	 ^'^	 TBar 	 O C, Time
COMMENTS:.S"' ICS . ^
	 ^	 lC r	 3 bin a i.O	 - .^	
.L	 ' 4	 ,
A em	 /, e e / Li .f 'i zA At r .i a ,/
ujj1(.,1j\I., , fit t, F
OF POOR Q0AIXrY
TTU-NASA WWT TEST DATA
Performance Test of Model _ d	 WWT, Config.
Test No.. C
	
Nom. Wind V e 1.	 ,S"v a 1An
	
Date	 d .^ of
Test Objective
Test Conc.	
^^Observers) A!, 4	 Troont.-1-=--*F' P Bar-AjA-	 "g' TBar '3 ` a 'C
time start	 S end,iAz	 i
Data WIND TUNNEL DAT y Force Velocity Torque Power
Pbet Static TempPt. Time Shaft (Torque)' V T
No. Press
,^ H P0
Press Speed Arm)CyZ/j Watts"H20 °F RPM fpm, m/s mN-m
2	 f s yo^c'. • 3,r 85 13. 4-1 3.	 /
4. 4 13	 5
f

















,s's /oy 13 41,71 J, 6 1
f —
f
1 0 	 5 19. 6.S 3, 7A'
5t t 9. Ssr 7 s /cv /o Iftf y, 1' 34 ¢8 3,48f ,
12	 s x ,S.fy /0-6ia y s'^. y, y 3 0-.60 3 ,57f
5
13 .c,S1A . 3s" /00 848 36.13 3, 513f
14	 s
 
0 3 S / ev 800 s , 6. '72 ,3 , 0 7f i
s
15 .SSy •3S' ?,es- So $? 'YS 3.11f
16	 s I .SSq .3S J sy $, o. ^^ x, X0f
_
17
	 s,ssy I, 3 s ^^ s y y c, ,^ 4 ^, 7  ,^ 4f ._.r.
COMMENTS:
Test No.	 6	 PI-2
Nom. Wind Val. ^L.S c	 fpm
TTU NASA WWT TEST DATA (continued)
Data	 I WIND TUNNEL OATH_` ForcoI Velocity Torque ~ Power










' + H ,.0 ++H+O OF RPM 9m fpm	 m/s mN-m Watts
sl
18 f l . '3s 	( /C3 yoti 6,4 4S. #' I ^^ 8 s




.^,. stir	 , I
,^ 7i 76
1f. I S I
22	
5




























Final Room Data:	 T roves! F, PBar	 'r4' TBar-E:'..£OC^ Time 3	 7




TTU-NASA WWT TEST DATA 	
Nom. Wind Vel. 6, u p
Date	 *H/
Performancc: Test of Model 
..lam_ WWT, Con fi9. J	 L 1- ,(Zt;^yy^nx
Test Objective
Test Cond.
Observer(s) 7", •,1. Z4etw,	 Troom—^^----OF' PBar^t'L'`4 "H9; TBar--^ f 0C
times curt Q -	 w_nd':^;
WIND TUNNEL DATA	 farw '	 Velocity	 Torque	 PowerData
Pt. Time	 Vel	 Static	 Temp	 Shaft	 (Torque)'	 VW	 T	 P
No. Press	 Press	 Speed	 Ate
Pv	 Ps	 G1^
T F10H 2 0 44H 20RPM	 foml m/s	 mN-m	 Watts
I	
s
4,T[s	i, X33 f 4 36 .s-3 D v vf
2	
s
f ^'.s ^t . 33 5 4- 4.1-y4 i, A' &- 4[ 7 i'. 3 a
sI
3 e4,T4	 1 ,33 8 q ed b4 'e,4? /9,;775
4	 f I e . S7  .3 3 u 7 /r,.> +. .^. ¢ ^, v !^, 6 8
s
5 fI .c',.sc;' ^' b 7 !7J3 3.l 3, y 7
s
6 ^', sis .33 e 6 14 /-6-
^





t^ i^l 9 .3.	 ^.' ,^, sy 3,	 `ff
'	 8	 sfl
 o , 3 3 `, 8u / ^c 3, I
9	 s
'e, fss 3 3 y' i /3 41 .5-
i
3, 1 7. s y 3, 71.f ,
10	
f










^ .0 q ^ . y y^ .6 3-e.N 8 31 39f





^. S"y / 3t, y 4 7-01 s 3 3 7.4: z. 7sf
16	
f Zs, , .3/ S^ s y y r  e 31, 74 ^ ^ 30
7	
s 04 40 "es All
Test No.	 y	 ^P9 2
Nom. Wind Vel .	 6 .S'C O	 f Pm





TUNNEL DATA Force Velocity Tor— qu Power
Pt.	 ,Time Shaft ( To rque)4  Vw T Pel S tatic T_rn p
No.	 I Press Press Speed Arm)
P y P; T N F —^-
I IiH,,0 r'H,.O "F RPM 2m fpm	 m/s rr.N• -i Watts
51
18	 fl ^'•s'r!	 I 031 t3 .3 9f G.s
^S, 9^




.S^l .3t f3 X6 3 7.0 4- 'V,
r	 f







































oom Data:	 T room-ZJ_0 F ' P Ba r`4 J t ' F 0 , TBa r	
C' Time J'." 3 3
S:
Test No.	 4
TTU-NASA WWT TEST DATA	





Performance Test of Model	 WWT, Conf i g. STD - 4J 4- ^ '044".=^_^
Test Objective Tpleni^	 e.yae,d meu..
Test Cond.
Observer(s) ColleekTkAtti'.mclo.' ' r '- ^T room–	 —"F'/ PBar 1, & t 'Hg; T Bar-	 --•C
♦1 ma ef^rM J! ti.` anti le I /71
Data WIND TUNNEL DATA Fo" Velocity Torque Power







^n°F RPM fpm 	 m/s mN•m Watts




2	 f /r7 V YJ 78 eA101 v, fo ti 6 35 /- y7	
I
s
3 1,807 •94 6 ff
4	 sl /,7f y , y gl 1 8^t /,	 I /,e.7/ re.41
5	 s /, 79 j' r y'/ 9 3 1 70-7f,





7  793 It e 3 / d/
 
U-0 3 u
i3	 s /, 7fv , y0 $ :3 12 46 'e. S /7r 6S' ,^, yo	 If
9	
s
1, 7 90 1 u 3 / 4  I ^. L /8,.36 o r 3 3f
10	 f 4787 r `ra 8 3 / 0f J^ .8 /9.17 e ,,e 7
>>	
5
/787 , 9u 8 G y y3 3.G ^^•^f
12	 s A 787 f gay 3, e Ztf
13	 s
1,787 ya kL 863 3 ^'
F
z 3 3a /, flf
14	 s 1767 %G SC 7o3 3 9 1, , 7. v 3f ,
15	 s /, M07 yo 6 a,^^ ^,^ z s, ^r 8 f




1,797 I	 .y^ fl6 3 /, leaft
COMMENTS: ,AA L o d VkAgin c  S am e 6 r i.► res t
1 
9 7 / fnT . PWor 40,0J
Y0 ^,	
f
1 p • i^f , U ti ^^ % /- ^,g c,/ err T	 'eve^	 l O !9	 —
Test No. /0	 09 ,L,
Nom. Wind Vel. ' Sa a	 fpm
TTU NASA WWT TEST DATA (continued)
Oita WINO TUNNEL. DATA Fero  ^^Jeloei ty	 ^ Torque Power












,9^ 8G c' f7 S',s I ^iF1.^M ^^^/
19	
s,
1 7r/ 3 5' v f,3 C / 96 ,5^, ! 3 S, •>f / 0 . 70f
20	 fC	 l
21 f. All s c 1
22	 s j X, 4 C  ( - s e. ySf
23 ofs^^f
s




25	 s If E




f 31, rl of 4



























Tes t No. % L
TTU--NASA WWT TEST DATA	 Nom. Wind Vol. Tact,	 fpm
Data
Performance Test of Model _	 WWT. Conf ig. ,S fs Q=-r erg Z,I W O;rr
Test Objective
Test Cond.
Observer(s)	 — ,e<e&`T T r 	 ^F' P Bar---11H90 TBar	 'C
P	 Hri ms start .^ ' 3^` and ,^; y!"	 Bar.._..	 " 9
Data WIND TUNNEL DATA Feme Velocity Torque Power
Pt. Time Shaft (Torque) Vw T PVel Static Temp
No. Press Press Speed Ae")
"HPO v x' '4M"H20 'F RPM fpm	 m/s mN•m Watts
f
2 _ _.._ _. _.., ^. ., _....... ^ ,.L^ .	 _ . 7 A: Off -
3	
s
_z... ' b i R . 7/ 3, 9,_ _..f
4	 s ...._. 4, 0,0 6" X 4f
5	 s ....^ ..._ ,. ^_l... _^.^ ^'. 6 .f 3 4. f3 7
f
f
9	 S 7-0 r_ 4Z 4, 45 3,	 8f

















COMMENTS	 f " NO !n f 9-r CI CAC( ^^ 1s' t^ ^orrr e% fC
/O^ii' I^DaJ ^.A.m. L1tt ,lrc• e3^ ca f 9llyc	 TC!y
lost
TTU-NASA WWT TEST DATA	 Nom. wind Vol. .1 s- j 1)
^	 _





Observer(s) / i. A. L''r.c`'^^'	 Troonr-.bss. •^F; PBar- -	 ^P 'g Tsar- lir s_ C
tithe stsri P16  and / ; JS	 Bar..--. Lam..,	 Hg
Data WIND TUNNEL DATA Torque Velocity Torque Power
Vel Static TempPt. Time Shaft (Torque- VW T P
No. Press Press Speed meter) (Calc.) (Celt.)Pv Ps T N
11H20 6'H20 'F RPM In-o= f m	 m/s I MN-m Watts
































COMMENTS:	 Lo 0 /hut	 f ^ ^	 ^^4 to e-: a /e — d c, cr A ed f s ii, h u t /- A A' j
To* t No.	 _pq 2 .-. ^.
Nan. Wind Vol.	 .rs-v o	 fpm










































































Final Room Data: Troom----'F, PBarf'`N "Ng, Tear lS,S *C, Time 1,13S 
COMMENTS:
T a s t No.
TTU-NASA WWT TEST DATA 	
Nom. Wind Vol. _d
Date
Performance Test of Model ^_ WWT, Conf ig.^^Nm,
Test Objective
Test Cond.
Observer (s) 	 L!!, ..yaw, Troom—=- -- F ' Pear. 	 "N9i Tear 17
time start 5r J-V and y : JI Pear.._-- Ai.,.,. ''N9
Data WIND TUNNEL DATA Torque Velocity Torque Power








"H2.0 "M 2 0 OF RPM In-oz f m	 m/s I mN •m Watts
1, alb •s.^'. 7." I 7y s v__.^	 _.__ V 0I	 _f
2	 f
r•
w f6 A! - A'
I	
s
3 —  
y









10 s ___ w 1,_310
.. s.^.1^ ? 8 s Y1 %i...Z .. 8 ^`' 4 . 74f
f
12	 s












	 n o 11 4 c	 1c f „r Lcr' i» v fSr . L** Lnn o ,	u t k /o to e-/'
`^i .6 n ^5. 7; J^ ►, +^ U.10 /won e;3 gz wlre_ vii ^y J
Test No.	 A! 	pq 2
Nom. Wind Vol.	 QI. 7 v n	 f pm
TTU NASA WWT TEST DATA (continued)
	
Date /J pf• 4
Data WIND TUNNEL DATA I	 Velocity Torque Power
Pt. Time Shaft Torque V T PVol Static Temp
No. Press Preis Speed (Torque-
w (Cale.) (Cale.)






























Final Room Data: 	 Troom-j_!^2F' Pea rZP,,! 111-19 ' TBar,*C' Time 7 :317-o
COMMENTS:
Test No. -.J
TTJ •NASA WWT TEST DATA	
^^• Wind Val. ,S"•S a o
Oats I J ar'C




Observer(s) 219, 11 	 Troom--^.Z..-- F;	 9'17OF; 	 Tea. /80.0 OC










Data WIND TUNNEL DATA Torque Velocity Torque Power
Pt. Time Shaft (Torque- Vw T PVal Static Temp
No. Press Press Speed meter) (Cale.) (Calc.)
Py Ps T N
"H 0 "H20 OF RPM in-oz fpm	 m/s mN•m Watts
Ae
,, q^ e,q , t' ` s h l s .3	
f. 3 7,
4	
sue/ ¢ i d 7,
S"^'. 4 4 9.43/-^^/ ', ^ ^' ^s /CGS 7.f
8 le
S /, 7 9I , 8 e 80 /v ,^^ /^. 2^...^. ^' 6
r Y
g	 s

















COMMENTS: ^ Rl,,,e ti e1 L[P	 72,,01 s, feet, .1;1L lit, d Loam /,;idle Wag
t
i	 S >` a // (.^ o ,! [^ 6 to, -'  e ^w	 4¢ a .^ e L% c ^/ r	 „,r: f ^.r.,
Test No.	 p9 2
Nom. Wind Val.	 fpm
TTU NASA WWT TEST DATA (continued)
	
Date
Data WIND TUNNEL DATA Velocity 'Torque Power









































33 f ^,_ _._.^_^...,.
34	 f - ---^-






OF DOOR Q1 TA 1 ,I'r1
Test No./--mow
TTU-NASA WWT TEST DATA	
Nom. Wind Vel. (. 5 .3
Date / 4	 f1
Performance Test of Model V- WWT, Config. ^1,^ss^ i t-oclel 1-4 &zi .fA
Test Objective
Test Cond.	 ^-
Observer(s) ^. bI. L^Jct.V	 Troom _4_,
	 "F ' PBar-?-4s-It--I§Hg ' TBar °- u 'C
t inns start ld : s a and h I is PBar.—	 "Ng
Data WIND TUNNEL DATA Torque Velocity Torque Power













^,.St.i'_ B d !'M^'	 t ^, Y GS'ti9 ¢ 1. L S' 6
s
,c'.s-r 1. /^ i5' d 3 •°^ ^_ 7 ' ,	 3_ y',^u ^- ^, d / l ,	 of
f
7	 s -	 . e^ ^.9 t 1.,, ta^.. b.Y.. ^' ^: d OZ. 9 7 114, 7 9
f
g	 s .c' y Ye A_ /s 6_S _ / 0 y t / b , ,^ ,	 ^^s- l	 9, f ^: l	 Z 3f
s ^, y 4 l, ^ 8,s' s,. y ^^^ e
f




^'_: y.^R H /. /s,.._ b' 8._. .`3, ^'_^':.^_... Gy • .^; / G d . d 3 7. y v
f
12	 s ^. : _y_ /^ .s^_y , . ,^ s ^4_ G^.1'^• i7,yl 4•, 4-7f
13	 s _ /-mot ds:lt 178. & Y_ le SI' d
14	 s _..._. _	 _ _	 ^,	 .._ / l .S o q D
v t'.f / 8. -
s15 C	 ^+^^` c., ' t^ sk
f
16	 s - sS X11..^c ,a. — 8	 -
f l e 	 A
I	 AA L^: ..f
COMMENTS: ,(,l„ I . c ( (— ) /s	 4 c—i U f . Til . %A.c cr d TorQ i c 4r—
la 	 /14Q,pXt 1Y OCS /► u/ , AG/rI1;7	 (/'1^t/sirO TD!'dwt /n 1/drrn^..1TT	 .
y ..Lt O 3t^/N p ^`s.^ /a.,s 	 ,ff[ /l(^ j DIC44r.) On	 ii;/i,h4..y ^ vC
_	
.^.^






Data WIND TUNNEL DATA Velocity Torque Power














































TTU-NASA WWT TEST DATA	 Nom. Wind Vet. Ag g Q—_
Date ?.?NAr
Performance Test of Model &_ WWT, Config.




s) •ti.	 T	 6^ --
	 Bar







Ba r O	 ^^Hghdu
Data WIND TUNNEL DATA Force ; Velocity Torque Power
Pt. Time Shaft (Torque)' V T PVel Static Temp
No. Press Press Speed Ave)
PV Ps T N Cz /A
"H 2 0 "H20 OF RPM gm f m	 m/s mN•m Watts
s
1	 f e, 'Y 73





7, s' 6. 5 114 V -----> G. S 7 ¢ ^. 3 9
4	 f. 3,7 - , I	 - J -3,7
3, ye8.iof
s ei3l4c .)^s i .1 -^4d

























TTU NASA WWT TEST DATA (continued)
Test No.	 p9 2
Nom. Wind Val.	 fpm
Date
F
Force ;^Oats	 ( WIND TUNNEL DATA	 I^ Velo;i ty Torque Power
?t.	 'Time Shaft (Torque) V T PVel Static Temp
..o.	 i Press Press Speed Arm)
l
Ps T N F2 0












































Final Room Data: T roo
W
^ °F ' PBare, ' "^' TBar-^-°C'
L^
COMMENTS:
Test r+o. Ir- w
it	 TTU•NASA WWT TEST DATA <<`-"• W i
nd Vol.	 L	 g
Date Z?/T
Performance Test of Model	 a-3
	
WWT, Config.
Test Objective Tc e/cfei^.,.,[	 ^'F	 ^ /^i//	 Co•► %^aAJ
_..L^,.w! St^^t^[^/%ir^•j'
Test Cond.	 r' a g^.^p ^'^.^^•- 1. e&r A X-1 i4 e.,f	 T
0bse rver(s),2j ,z 	 Siz'X'	 Troom—^
	 F ' PBar-2 g es	 "Hg: TBar- r"T	 C
f-1 n.. etsrf T.'/_o'	 and Chy 8	 PBar-	 v	 "Hg 
Data	 WIND TUNNEL DATA	 Torque	 Velocity	 Torque	 Power
Pt.	 Time	 Vel	 Static	 Temp	 Shaft	 (Torque-	 VW	 T	 P
No.	 Press	 Press	 Speed	 meter)
Pv	 Ps	 T	 N	 (Galt.)	 (Galt.)
IIH 0	











.^',. sin ^ 	 /, /	 ^ s	 / K t% ^	 ^.s
--	 G u ^ w ,^	 / / - ^ lf
5	 S	 ''. Se- c 
	
11,3	 7-7, 77	 / y, 0 3
f
6 - s ___-	 ZSs •9	 /,/e	 87^	 ^^^^	 __/3.7	 96# 73	 ^¢,'F9f
7	 S	 _ _	 ,2, S^
	 ^:.(	 7 .._	 . eo	 /7,/
 c,, 7	 / G . l 7
f
8	 s	 >.sY3	 ;3 7	 /0 f3,3 	 / 9/ 3
f	 -	 --	 13 4 1 3 	 /S, It -r
f
10	 s	 ,c'.s`s 3	 / ,/	 9 o	 G 8 C
-----















15	 s	 YISS3	 /. tse	 Y1	 /07
f	 I`	 /7




T / ST u t S i ,^ / c t^ [	 L / M cr
l
l S / L // [^^ a J ., u	 d f6 ir• r ./ ( V, S _/^' ' 3
'^ C.1^' 1 H:,_^ ^'J ^.^ C ^/^.,r^'Cf'	 f' ^^ ••! ^/ L jut , r 3z -,^^: ^n C^	 .^...^.	 ....
COMMENTS:
V • TTU-NASA WWT TEST DA1.^ "
Performance Test of Model `j-_ WWT, Config.
I
Test No. fit'- 7




Observers) J •!/.	 Troom—? -- F ' P6ar
	 ---PHg'  Tear-
time start.
	 ^: end • D.f_ 8a rsn ^ r ^,,H9
Data WIND TUNNEL DATA Force , Velocity Torque Power









	 m/s I MN -m Watts
s
1	 f 41 ,16 . 38 78 A!.rS e L ae^l
2	 f ^. Yy^ ,3d 7L; ZYV,0 3. 0 ^'/./8 %5-. 4-3 
s
3 t.y•/6 ,3 g gS . 22 y s 60S ¢.s.t3 /0,7 yf
4	 f IM34 „3 ^1 ^s ^'uw./ y, d' i 6 q . 4 o /y, E3 C
5	
s
ZI?J6 , 3d 67 /8 3z /4,s 16, 9Rf
S
6 f ,e, yj4 .3 y 87 /^^r^ /S'.^ /06. 4 !$, 35,
7	 .. s
^^14? , 3 r 1 pr y b' l ff, ^' %^ g,s' l 9 ^!f r
8	 s
z,It-22 3-fr 07 1Z4 3 X0,6 / ¢S.S !g^^	 ..f
9	 S
























TTU-NASA WWT TEST DATA	
MOm. Wind Vol. O — fpm
Date / 4 3.^. t 19(
Performance Test of Model	 WWT. Config.
Test Objective 
	 'iA irg"jedoz/4 at
Test Cond W jgp,_ ggZ,t s [9y et3. r. f,(A.,/' ^ ,rt ^.. / ,^..+ cf ^ ^i ne• / ^!%vsw^^.,l
Observer (s)	 1. d! L
	
aP	 Tr- om-+='-3 	 OF ' PBar ^ ^.1? 
"Hg' Tisar ^ ^'^ eC











































,^	 r s 7, sw . / 3 4.	 8
f
_f
f 6 4,,e r e. a s
f
f ^./^ /,o .^v.,r
10	 S
.Mf
l,7 FS ,bs ys" ?^_„_ 9• (o y ,^c p,s^,
12	 s
f










COMMENTS: I-IA41 ant S>^u // ga,;" FA nt, A,1 , ^ e - S
	




1, 4v/.,At • P ik Z04^r/S ,f,1(Ajducts /.,i/A 6r,.16eS
-qst No.	 -pg 2
Q
	 Nom. W Ind I .	 fpm
TTU NASA WT TEST DATA (continued)
	 04 to 1± ^  ,	 .;^j
Data WINO TUNNEL DATA Force Velocity Torque Power
Pt. Time Shaft (Torque) Vw T PStatic Temp
No. Press Press Speed Arm)
Py Ps T N F



































Final Room Data: Troom-dJ—
	





TTU-NASA WT TEST DATA	 11C 	 Wind Vol. 46 ^. ^, 	 fpm
o•c. 1.:e •/ e
Performance Test of Model 	 WWT, Config.
Test Objective S„	 g-I &-6,
Test Cond . ^ ♦ s /f - 4 ^&X a jCA gi &21;J  1/&/.
Observer(s) 70141,	 Tr	 0,,.OF; PBar^— "'9i TBar-45..0 11C


































o ^ 0 .^ 130 3. 9 ^
3	 •f G. d c. S. 3 0
4	 'f
•, S fS ^ v x 7. oS ,d^^ b, 35
f G X. a « G. e 4
—•- --
s
6 ,sus l^c'S Y$ Yvt1 v'3_... 79.7 A /p, 9I
7	 w s
f
^'^ ^.L^' H ... ._.11• .Sf . 8 0,50
 k , 7 6
8	 s
f
S4. S" e 7^f3 /^c' 3 tj6,8S 6,4 It
g	 s
f
^'.ScS /,,e3 uo 6 v7 /3r ^ . //.a v , ao: 	3
10	 s
^ii
,.	 s .3 a^ so 7 /,3. 7 ` 94,73  C, 13
it	 s
f
A'„fi.,f *Z,,eJ /oo 40H 3 5
	 ,- YS, 3.9 ^1', 07
12	 s
f
e, St. S // je 3 / o's 3i) ^i • / G /, 7 v 3- is 9
13	
s





u ``^ b /, y o





!/ n.^/., ^1^;'SS^^/c	 S^ive.d^t /?tLC..•,.,^ a•^
/V0 i0la 1.4 /raw f /3.tLtr LLJriA 441,
Test No. ^pg
C	 Noma` 'Ind Vol. 	 fpm






































































Final Room Data: T rajmJL22F, Pge r./` 1,H20, TBar ^B o 'C c T me %/
COMMENTS:
r
Test No.C	 11U-NASA WWT TEST DATA	 CAom. Wind Vol. . !r_ C g Ig `fpmDate 2 2
Performance Test of Model	 ..3 WWT, Config.
Test Objective Q idacda.n r - -- O'VZ.nv.J1cc___&3IJA S6!&,e1&J AgrZs	 ed
Tost Cond. L,} e 1	 en Frr^.^ ..L^.^C ^.	 _^ lc.'ttt.*.i 'Ag& C
Observer(s)Tear
 Troom--W— ^F ' P Bar-- - - - --^+H9i 	 . ^^C
time stars it11_To end /: /S P Barenrr iQ-214
Data WIND TUNNEL DATA Force Velocity Torque Power
Pt. Time Shaft (Torque) Vw T PVel Static Temp
No. Press Press Speed
N^
•
%nPV P s T
"H 0 "N 0 OF RPM Ll fpm	 m/s mN•m Watts
s /^?'^ • 15. ^•r'Y' N•+ c •^^ v o
2	 S _ J_. ^.L fey I .	 y^( ".. ` ^' 3_ 1. ^J
	 • ^.. / v
f
4	 s ^1,) t? d
_.c	 s' 9 o y 4a- 6, 7 .__ y 7 3 v .¢	 ^'






















COMMENTS: LIA4 4 4.^ft1Ls:1a^ s• r	 S/i ^r a c't u^^ r^  4f
1 1 Ja ^c	 ^t f^Ls. /^'a Laces .► / * j"," s c er &,., `A dfr^ sue_
r.f/Jed bl,4 s ^vr f'.r r lir.•,.
N"
TTIJ NASA WWT TEST DATA (continued)
Data WIND TUNNEL DATA Force Velocity Torque Power
Pt. Time Shaft (Torque) Vw T PVel Static Temp
No. Press Press Speed Arm)
Pv Ps T N F ^
































34 -	 - ----_ _ _- -





"C'Nom. Wind Vol. L +y + o _ f pm
Date ,^	 M e ^(
Performance Test of Model






Data WIND TUNNEL DATA Force Velocity Torque Power








0"H20 "H20 OF RPM fpm	 m/s I	 mN-m Watts
i	 s 0.3 1,23 IF ?.. JA Y%_ 1A. 0 0f
f
3	 s _ .G4':j. ^: ^. ..^ .. !s"
`, 7 ^ ^	 ^fyr Sf
4	 s ^, t ^:.
. i, 43 y -r 1	 ._ _ 7, ,3




8	 s 4,m /• z,3 Y 'y- 74  7 J, J a 4- 31f
9	 S ,^,ssi+ /•	 3 ^^^ o G y Vii. r 7 H, J 9 S, y 4f
10	 s ^C' , S ` 5^ 1 ^'3
_
S L 4 7 4 • 9 6 SI	 .yf
1	 s _ _ ^'^S S^+
'7 6, -Z 6 3.7 0f
12	 s
 __ass /.z1_ Vic►-° 3^c __ ...^^^7 41 3016f
13	 s SsG /, 3 1 ^° G!^_ ._.,E! ^ 7 fi Y. G J
 4f




14 Y /.^, 6 y 7+ y 1 /, 79-
15	 s ^,..5 :Tg /	 3 / 03 1v / ,	 A: y 3.	 a 9o,	 yf
-f 7G, Z ^ v 
17	 s ... L^ 3 lv 3 1. ^/v
A"JAf
COMMENTS:	 -
TTU-NASA WWT TEST DATA
Troo- ^- OF ' PBar- th- 3--"H9 ' TBar- '^^+- -OC
f into tla^t /r^ •b., and /t.' 2.0 P Bar____	 U ""H9
Nok ,Wind Vol * ' 
^ -i 
pc - ^L fp





































































TTU-NASA WWT TEST DATA 	
C Nom. Wind Val. T.S 0	 fpm
Date ':t L/uaa '^`?/
Performance Test of Model	 WWT, Config.
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Performance Test of Model U -J WWT, Config.
r
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APPENDIX B
CALCULATIONS
1. Wind Velocity - from wind tunnel measurements
2 Pv
	Pv  velocity pressure in psf units
Vw	
Pw	 Pv	 P v ("H20) 5.2 ;
Ps - static pressure
P	




53.35 Tw F + 460
Tw - wind tunnel temperature in °F
R - specific gas constant - 53.35 ft lbRf for air
2(5.2)PV ' (Tw + 460) g  /2 ftVw	 \I-326 PBar + 0.0975 Ps 	 ec
2. Blade Velocity - of WWT rotor
V  . VBlade Tip ' w  - 21r( N( 1 
R(ft)
3. Wind Power - in wind tunnel
V2
Pw - Pw'cVw ( 2 )
P  = 0.042 pAcV 3	watts
pw - density - RT as above
Ac - wind collector area in ft 
V 	
wind velocity in ft/sec
4. Shaft Power - measured by torque transducer
p sh - cTN	 T - measured torque in mil ' li-Newton meters (mNm)
N - measured shaft speed in Rev/min
C - conversion factor
Psh = 0.1047T( 1k0 ) watts
5. Power Coefficient	 N
C	 Psh 0.1047 00C
	 dimensionless
p	 P 	 0.0 2pAcV
6. Speed Ratio
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I NTROD UJCT ION
The results of experimental work under NASA NAG-8007 and Supplement 1 to that
Research Grant are reported herein. The work, wind tunnel evaluation of NASA's
Wind Wheel Turbine W) was initiated in June 1980 and completed In August 1981.
The technical monitor on the project was, the WWT inventor, Mr. John W. Kaufman,
Fluid Dynamics Branch, Atmospheric Sciences Division.
Objectives
The three objectives of the project were to:
1. Provide a technical assessment of the aerodynamic performance
of the WWT.
2. Evaluate the potential of the wind wheel turbine in utilizing
wind as an alternate power source and
3. Develop scaling parameters to predict the aerodynamic performance
of WWT prototype sized to produce 3, 9. 30 and 100 law outputs in
a 6.7 m/sec (15 miles per hour) wind.
Scope
The following tasks were completed under this Grant:
A. Construct a scale model, Model A, of the WWT from
description supplied by NASA.
B. Design and set up a performance measuring system for the
WWT in the Tennessee Technological University (TTU) wind tunnel.
C. Measure the performance, rotor speed and torque, of Model A
WWT at steady wind tunnel speeds of 28, 33 and 38 meters/sec
(62.5 , 73.8 and 85.2 mph) .
20. Design, set up and run a spin-up, spin-down test system for the
WWT, Model A.
E. Instrument and measure the performance of Model K WWT, supplied
ty NASA, at steady wind tunnel speeds of 28, 33 and 38 meters/sec.
F. Measure the performance of the individual wind inlets, singularly
and In pairs, for the Model K WWT.
G. Analyze the performance data and compare to data on other types
of wind turbines.
K Extrapolate the performance of the mode l s to homologous prototype
with shaft outputs of 3, 9. 30 and 100 1w.
EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEMS
Wind Tunnel Tests
Steady state performance of the WWT models were run in the Tennessee
Technological University Wind Tunnel, a low velocity recirculation tunnel with
a test section 2 ft high x 3 ft wide x 10 ft long. The turbine models were mounted
on the center line of the test section and connected to an external torquemeter
and revolution counter by a shaft extending through the side of the test section.
Torque measurements were made with a Lebow strain gage type torquemeter and digital
indicator/amplifier. The torque sewisor contained a 60 tooth gear and magnetic
pickup. The gear and pickup system provided a pulse signal to an electronic counter/
timer which would display the rotor speed. Wind tunnel velocity was measured by
a pitot tube connected to a micromanometer. The wind tunnel test system is
Illustrated in Figure 1.
Spin Up - Spin Down Test System
Transient data on WWT, Model A, was obtai neo using an open, blow through
wind tunnel illustrated in Tigure 2. The model was mountcsd at the exit of the
tunnel. Wind velocity was determined by an upstream pitot probe and incl;ned
manometer which was calibrated against a velocity probe located at the position
3where the model would be placed. The rotor speed of the model was measured by a
magnetic pickup and 60 tooth gear, set out of the wind stream and connected to the
rotor by a light aluminum shaft. Timed count rates during spin up and spin down
provided data on rotor acceleration.
Spin-up tests were run by placing the WWT model, with rotor locked, in the
air strewn with the desired wind speed. The rotor was released and the revolutions
as a function of time were recorded. When the steady state speed was reached, this
maximum shaft speed was also recorded.
Spin-down tests were run starting from the steady state conditions of the
spin-up tests. A damper in the wind tunnel was closed to divert the flow out the
side of the tunnel. Speed-time data was recorded as the rotor coasted to a stop.
These tests were run at model inlet air velocities cf 10.4, 11.7, 13.2 and 16.5
meters/sec (2050, 2300, 2600 and 3250 ft/min) .
Mode l A, WWT
A scale model WWT, designated the Model A, was built of plexiglass following
the descriptive sketches supplied by NASA. The dimensions of the Model A, with a
rotor diameter of 14 cm (5.51 in.), are given in Figure 3, 4 and 5. A photograph
of the completed unit is shown in Figure 6.
The Model A WWT had wheel dimensions and measured wind collector areas as
shown below:
Wheel: dxw 6 projected area 5 1/2"x 17/8 11 	 10.31 sq In or 66.5 sq cm
Front collector 3	 1/411 x 2 13/16" 9.14 sq	 In or	 59.0	 sq cm
Top projection of rotor	 1 7/8" x 2 3/4" 5.16 sq	 in 33.3
	
sq cm
Side collectors ti 2 13/16" x 3" ea 16.74 sq	 In 108.0	 sq cm
Bottom deflector 2 3/4" x 3/4" 2.06 sq in 13.3	 sq cm
Total Collector Area 33.13 sq	 in 213.7	 sq cm
Model K, WWT
The Model K WWT, an aluminum model built and supplied by 'NASA, was about 40%
larger than the Model A. It is illustrated by sketches in 'rigure 7, 8 and 9 and by
4d
photograph in Figure 10. The major dimensions are shown in the sketches as scaling
units.
The measured wheel dimensions and wind collector areas for the Model K WW1' are:
Wheel :
 dxw & projected area 8 3/16 1 " x 2 3/4" n 22.52 sq in or 145.26 cm2
Front collector ti 3 17/18" x 3 1/2" 13.85 sq In 89.35 cm2
Top projection of rotor	 2 3/4" x 4 9/16" 12.55 sq in2 80.97 cm2
Side collectors 4 1/8" x 3 15/16" 31.96 sq in 206.19 cm2
Bottom deflector 3 13/16" x 1	 1/4" 4.76 sg in 30.71 CM2
Total Collector Area 63.12 sq in 407.22 cm2
RESULTS
Performance Tests
Power and torque test data, runs A-i to A-11 for the Model A WWT and K-1 to
K-7 for the Model K WWr are attached in the Appendix A. The methods of data
reduction, to obtain torque shaft power and wind energy, are shown In Appendix B.
Representative performance curves for Model A, torque and power plotted against
shaft speed for wind velocities of 28, 33 and 36 m/sec (5500, 6500 and 7000 ft/min)
are plotted as Figures 11, 12 and 13.
Performance curves for the Model K WWT, at wind velocities of 20 to 36 m/sec
(4700 to 7000 ft/min) are given in Figures 14, 15 and 16.
NondImensional performance measures, torque coefficient C T , and power coefficient
C P , are plotted vs the velocity ratio in Figure 17.
Spin Up and Spin Down Tests
Data for the spin-up and spin-down tests, run using the Model A WWT, are given
In Appendix C. The results of the spin tests are plotted in Figures 18 and 19. Also
shown on these plots are the earlier Kaufman spin test data l , taken using an earlier
stainless steel WWT model.
'Advanced and I nnovat i ,fe Wind Wheel Turbine, M.S. Thesis of John W. Kaufman,
University of Tennessee, December 1979.
e.
sDiscussion
The performance data from Models A and K are similar. Figures 11, 12 and 13
for the Model A and Figures 14, 15 and 16 for the Model K show that both have almost
a linear decreasing shaft torque with increasing shaft speed. The maximum rotor
speed, at zero shaft torque, occurs when bearing friction and rotor windage losses
balance the wind energy extracted by the rotor.
An instabi city in the Model A torque curve, a local fiatening of the torque
with speed, generally occurs at least once in each performance curve. The flat spots
In the torque curve can cause a relative peak in power output. This instability or
hysteres s does not appear to be an experimental fluke. All the tests cF the Model A
exhibited this instability phenomena at about 65% of max speed. A second instability
occurs at about 20% of max rotor speed. A third instability occurs when the rotor is
locked. The locked-rotor torque is strongly dependent on the position of the rotor
blades with respect to the housing flow paths. A 2 to 1 swing in stall torque occurred
as the position of the locked rotor varied over a 45° interval, a blade passage interval.
The Model K performance curves were smoother than the Model A and did not
exhibit the same type of flat spots. lbwever the K model had the same variation of
stall torque, with the torque varying strongly with the static blade position.
The normalized performance curves. Figure 17, compare the Models A and K for
the several tests. The better performance of the larger Model K was expected
based on size considerations. But the magnitude of improvement was larger than
anticipated. Using a Reynolds Number analogy to deduce the influence of size on
turbine performance,
n2	 r,
would indicate the losses in the smaller turbine would exceed the larger units
loss by 7%. Measured decreases in C p , the power coefficient between the Model K
and the Model A were found to be around 42%
6The significance of the spin data is rather obscure. The validity of comparing
the current Model A data to earlier NASA data appears nit. The spin data is a measure
of the inertia of the rotor, the frictional losses in the turbine rotor and lastly
the efficiency of the turbine in converting wind energy Into mechanical energy.
The performance assessment of the WWT can best be done by eliminating the confusing
Influences of inertia and rotor frictional losses. This was done in the steady state
performance measurements discussed absve. The direct measure of performance is much
superior to the indirect spin test methods.
Performance of Individual Wind Collection System
The Model K WWT was run with only one or two of the three air collection
systems being open to the wind. One or wore inlets--front, side ports or top--Mtere
covered to prevent wind from entering the wheel via that passage. The measured
performance of the turbine was normalized by dividing by a wind energy factor scaled
to the collector area actually open to the wind. This procedure allows the effective-
ness of each collector 6 duct system to be evaluated individually. Comparing the
decrease in normalized performance of two systems operating together from the
performance of the individual systems gives a measure of the interference of one
system with another.
It is clear that the top port is the most efficient air collection system, based
on peak power coefficient. The front port is next and the side, wings have the lowest
peak power coefficient, all based on the actual wind , 1 . tion area open.
Combining the operating of the front and who.-0 	 collectors reduces the
power coefficient to the lower of the two. The two ;ollectors together are little
better than the front port alone. The performance of the complete wind turbine,
the heavy solid line on the C  b C T plots, show that the performance conies up
slightly when adding the side collectors to	 '.ont and the wheel wind inlets. But
the performance of the other two collector configurations, wheel top and sides or
rfront and sides, is reduced by adding the third collector. Combinations including
the front and the wheel top have reduced performance. The air flows from the front
and the wheel top are shown to have strong negative interactive effects.
These results show that strong interactions--the flow from one collector
bucking or flowing counter to a second stream--can cause a sharp degregation of
performance. The collectors and wheel are not designed to work harmoniously
together.
One of the primary WWT design problems is the paddle wheel, an inefficient
low speed design. The flow entering a bucket to generate a rotor torque must turn
around at the bottom of the "lade passage and flow out counter to the in-flow stream.
This is an inefficient design. The flow leaving a blade passage may, due to wheel
rotation, find itself flowing counter to a fresh air stream from another collector
system. This second counter current stream again takes its toll, reducing turbine
output and lowering the efficiency.
The paddle wheel blade design, inherently counter flow in operation, needs
to be replaced with a pure radial in-flow rotor. The wind would be introduced to
aerodynamically shaped blades on the periphery of the rotor. The air passes through
the blade passages, producing a rotor torque. The air would continue its radial
inflow and be discharged through one or two axial openings at the center of the rotor.
Scal1ng
The performance of the WWT models can be scaled-up using turbomachinery
similarity rules or 11fan laws" and a model of the behavior of flow losses with
unit size. The similarity rules fnr incompressible flow are
Flow: Q a ND9
Head: H a N 2 D 2
Power: P a NaDS
A well accepted turbine loss model, the Moody model, is given on page 5. This
tip.
eflow model can be used to determine the viscous flow losses and performance of
WWT prototypes from the, measured wind tunnel performance of the WWT models. The
Moody loss model is:
i
-




This model can also be based on Reynolds number, NRe - DV rather than Just size.
For model tests in air, the speed ratio between model and prototype and the diameter
ratio influence the flow losses such that
	
1	 n i )	 (flow losses)	 ( N Re2 8.21
	li	 n2)	 ow osses)2	 Rai
Adapting these relationships to the wind turbine scaling problem yields:
Wind power . Pw a Vw3D2
	
Power coefficient - C	 Pshaft
	
p	 Pwind
Shaft power - Psh a CpVw8D2




 - 33 m/sec and
M
D	 - 0.208 m with
w 
AcollectorM - 0.0145 m2
The prototype wind speed selected, 15 mph, is
V  - 6.7 m/sec
The relationships for prototype shaft power, based on size only, is:
Psh l p - 36.3	 0 p2 - 25.7	 D p 1 - 8	 watts
The relationship for prototype shaft power can be modified to include Reynolds
number influences by replacing D 2 /D 1 with NRe2A
 Raj* The expanded expression
M
.. a, ..:...Ywaw _mr.s4L....^^.uwre' 3901	 . v±'	 •. •.	 .. ss ^ -••	 '
9for prototype flow losses, with v  w vp , is




The shaft power prediction equation, which includes size and velocity influences, is:
Pship = 36.3
	
Dpa	 35.3	 D  "0
Prototype wheel diameters, for 4 power levels, were calculated using the above
two models and a prototype wind velocity of 6.7 m/sec. The results, for a prototype
operating at the optimum speed ratio of 0.42, are tabulated below.
Turbine
	 Turbine Rotor Diameter
Shaft Power	 meters





Concl us ions and Recommendations
The normalized performance of the K Model WWT is plotted on Figure 21 with
the ideal propeller windmill performance and the measured performance curves for
other current windmill designs. The WWT performance is almost lost in the lower
left hand corner of the plot. The WWT does not have much velocity ratio range,
only up to ti 1, and has very disappointing performance, C P ti 0.02, as compared to
0.4 for the high speed propeller designs.
Selecting the best single wind collection system from Figure 20, the wheel
top of the Model K, and adding this to the comparative performance map, Figure 21,
offers little encouragement. The wheel - top-only peak C  was only 0.04 to 0.044. And
the effectiveness of the one collector system design is poor for a large structure
was required to support a small collector area.
10
The advantages of mechanical strength and safety ave inherent to the WWT
housed rotor design. These advantages might be preserved in a competitive design
if a radial in-flow rotor were aval fable. This new rotor could be fed from a
large collector designed to provide a uniform, symmetric flow to the rotor inlet.
The rotor exhaust would leave axially and be swept out with the passing wind. Such
a system, carefully designed, could rival the high speed propeller type turbines In
performance. The major problem would be keeping the wind turbine design small
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MODEL A WWT WIND TURBINE
Mounted in Wind Tunnel
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FIGURE 19 SPINDOWN TEST RESULTS
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FIGURE 20 POWER COEFFICIENT FOR INDIVIDUAL WIND COLLECTOR SYSTEMS FOR MODEL K WWT











FIGURE 21 COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE MAP
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8f '^ ,^'s Tvti 13 >^d 3.s x},71 .^,	 1
9 ?,S7.3 , 3s 91f
f
i	 A-
S11	 f ^a^ Ss
f.
  7 S, Gov 1/0 
^^rf y 344- 3.G8
12	
f
Z.SXV , 3 ,S /o^ 9 $,^ '^, y 3 C to o 3, S 7
13	 s 2, S t- A 3 / 8 91g J AIL j ( 3 6.13  
I
f
14	 5 ;?6 vS' 3 S° 1^v ^Oo 4. '74 ,3 , 0 7.S'!`	 .^
f
15	 §
,ssH . 3s 7 oz I ^^ Se p 4 1d, 9.s 3, 11 	
^.
f
16	 s - 0.eq e. so	 i
17	 5
,C .-Sil 3S 10.3 Y yy 7.6 .f ,
COMMENTS:	 /Uu	 _1	 / t	 an c► <A &A Y; ,a	 -V en	 _P_n ^•^
Test No.	 PIC2
Nom. Wind Vel. _'Ou	 ,fpm
TTU NASA WWT TEST DATA (continued)
Data WIND TUNNEL DATA Force Velocity Torque Power










"H,,0 "H,0 OF	 I RPM gm fpml m/s mN• r' Watts
18	
sl
^'o^S6^ I ,:^s /C.^ `j au 6. ^ ^^`. I 1 ^^ 8f
19	 F J.,w .3 /A 3 03 ,6 ^^ b a / N8►-_
sl20  jzssc j -T 1 d3 fs- 7, 4 s®, s i. ®6r, .






























Final Room Data: Troo0
	
°F, PBar	 I^4, TBar 2.^. S	 ,3 '••yam_*C, Time 
COMM,VITS:	 ,^' I - ^. 3	 ^^ G - 5, 3 — 4, 7	 3, 	 ^ ^	 GZ4	 S'A
Tub 
TrU~NASA WWT TEST DATA	
Nom. Wind Ve\.
note






Obxm,vrr ( * )	T 	 ^F^ ^	 ^^	 ''Mg^ T 
room—,71C--- 	 Bar^^~
t I me, 5 t 0 r t
^








'	 Non Wind Vol.m~~..	 .
?TU NASA WWT TEST DATA (cont|nuud)
00 LI WIND TUNNEL DATA Force Velocity Torque Pov.er
48w j/ ff V4- S,
31	
f









TTU-NASA WWT TEST DATA	
Nom. Wind Vel.
Date
Performance Test of Model	 WWT, Config.	 10
Test Objective	 gi-litm-e-
Test Cond. 
Observrr(s)	 -^Ve ;I T I,0011,^ #71 -^ OFm I`BarJ^^21'g -$ T B a r11-4 ^1' C
time start Z
a to WIND TUNNEL DATA Fare Velocity Torque Power
P t.
I
T 1 111C Shaf t (Torque)' VW T
P
7-o-,j SpeeD	 d-Static TempNo, Press
Pv
Pre ss
p s T N
A4-m)
Oz /An




2 7 fo 6# 3S' 4Y 7 f,




5 I 1, 2y7 . Y'r 93
6 / , 7 97  -Y/ 93 4 OYf
7	
$1
133 q vv 6.,e 3




u 6 3 e Ie 1& 3 1 oe, 3
f
10	 5






12 3, e - 1^
S
13
081 8 o 3, 








%.o/0 7	 7 40,2
16	 s
f j 7 9rlj Z 7, lu
17	 5 1 1,787
-4iJf
COMMENTS:
Test No. /0P9 1. _
Nom. Wind Vel. Y .Sv a
	
fPm
TTU NASA WWT TEST DATA (continued)
0 a ( WIND TUNNEL nATA I Ferree Velocity	 Torque Power
Pt. 'Ti Shaft (Torque) VW	 T PVel Static Temp
NO. res s Press Speed
.Py
"'H,,O
Ps T N QZAi ^














s I2 2 f
s




f 4-, e — G,
25	 s





s ' I	 3 a( 4P r f
I S;^ S: /A.	
I 36.17




















TTU-NASA WWT TEST DATA	
Nom. Wind Vol. 7veb'	 fpm
Date









t1mom ctnrt .? .?c Pnd	 Bar.—	 Hg
Data WIND TUNNEL DATA Foom Velocity Torque Power
P t. Time Shaft (Torque) V w T PVel Static Temp
No. Press Press Speed A")
Pv Ps T N
0 Z^ A









S, R. 7/ 3,64.f
S
4


































ko	 1-1 n /1Y Lnd--d-v —" Zf q e. V e 6 zer 4! !j e
TTU-NASA WWT TEST DATA	 Nom. Wind V  I .
Date 1L1^h^_
Performance Test of Model ^' 	 WWT, Conf ig._A^r^^ /^1o^c/ ^^ /^//^► ,f /^
Test Objective
Test Cond.
Observers) O!, 4. 6e'' ^e	 Troom--^'S F' PBar-A-fP H9 ' TBar-^=	 ®C
time etar* PI 	 end	 Bar,._-- h.oj, to N9
Data WIND TUNNEL DATA Torque Velocity Torque Power











1 ..	 ..	 .. lo833_ _., .	 J 3 ._ 7G.. Z043__	 ..._ 0_._.—_.__ ^ O
f
/A 64 73 /b 7l A'_7 j9.^G 73





























 ^u^^ / 1-e — ayerAegZf
Teat No.	 2
Nom. Wind Val.  . ri_ A d,g	 fpm
VASA WWT TEST DATA (continued)
	 Date 12^ (
Data WIND TUNNE L DATA l	 Velocity Torque Power











































Tas t No. X
TTU-NASA WWT TEST DATA
	
Nom. Wind Vol. Q 7 a O
of t*
 1...^1` u 
Performance Test of Model_ WWT. Confiq.
Test Objective
Test Cond.
Observer(s)	 ,!!, Z-Asst`	 Troom.^` ^ •F ' PBar ^' ^ oIIH9 i TBar /Z	 0C
time start_LUX and 9:31 P Bar	 "H9
Data WIND TUNNEL DATA Torque. Velocity Torque Power








"H 0 1IH20 °F RPM in-oz f m	 m/s	 I mN-m Watts
f
'fl
3	 s_ ^^ ., S y ?.Z_ 1_^.^.x_. _	 .3 30-31,  z 7f
_71 SIPf
s—v , i.3 s , y lf
6	
s LIL .: _.5 ^..
_^,^.. ^f_^





..^ .. 71 ,31f,—,
f














TTU NASA WWT TEST DATA (continued)
Test No.	 A?	 pg 2,1
	
Nom. Wind Val. QL 7o o	 fpm
Date IS /'fad`
Data WIND TUNNEL DATA I	 Velocity Torque Power
Pt. Time Val Static Temp Shaft Torque V
w
T P
No. Press Press Speed (Torque- (Cale.) (Cale.)
PO
meter)







































WIND TUNNEL DATA Torque Velocity Torque Power
Pt. Time Shaft (Torque- VW T PVe) Static Temp
No. Press Press Speed meter) (Calc.) (Calc.)
Pv Ps T N
"N 0 "H 0 'F RPM in-o8 f m	 m/s mN-m Watts
^/ l	 t A?! v.
S /. 0 v .3 /6  3 l
--
s - 3 G, Y 3
177 s 3 3 7 y h
4
s ^^/ ,5' ^' ^,' c 4 3 cl 7, 7 _
5 ^J, 3/„ti/^' _iJ ^^-^ /CG S 7, 1,f:
5	 S , ^Y
-,,




1,79E .. 6^. 8 0 37 /J'. ^ ,	 3
f
8	 S /,7fl _ 8oe w3
8 76 7>
10	 f ^,	 , , L; 'r' 77”- 3 , 7
Y. / 
Y.+^• ! ; w`, l L S", ,7 .:
12	 s
13	 f 77`67%;	 13 ,t,A _^	 Y^' i /l,U
14	 S
f

















^.'	 TTU-NASA WWT TEST DATA	 Nom. Wind Vol.	 a o,^' S'
Date
,^- Performance Test of Model f^_ WWT. Con fig. / ' ed	 ^	 (A
\ ^y 	Test Objective
Troom—A 	 OF; PDar P_ ?-/7-11y9: TDar / e,a '6
timer stir? P!Ar^49 and 2. 0 3 PBar.-.. -.,o s 'I Hg
COMMENTS: ^; ,, h s (P
	
d ^o .; /,Ns It c t//o^g
f L J 'A -, .1 	 n `i` ti	 /^ 4	 Ll C/ ft / f1 •i	 i ! C r / t' n / 
♦^ f / a 4! CCI	 SO	 f
C S t d // L" d J e 6 7 R r i, a w X,, "4 o ^ /^/ 4 4- o r► a .G / t ^I4 ^, n ,^. o^ i w.,






Nom. Wind Vol.	 m
Date
Data WIND TUNNEL DAT Velocity Torque Power

































._.— - -- ....._..



















TTU-NASA WWT TEST DATA	
Nom. Wind VaI. 4 •_ .1
Date J d- ZIA9





. 6l.	 ''	 Troom—'^'-^--^P' PBer-A tj "'g;  TBar a. o •C
time stare
	 ` o	 'end	 sarce
	
11
rr -	 ' m9
Data WIND TUNNEL DATA Torque Velocity Torque Power









"H20 "H20 'F RPM in-oz f m	 m/s mN •m Watts
1 C'"^,






..^ -^.^^ ^ d s'y G' 1, a v / ^/, o S'






g	 s _ ^',VFe /•/a, 8 x /u y6 /6^^ `y^^s. lRf,,^	 3
f
9	 ' `18 a
_
/ / ^'" ^' _ _	 ., s. y f. e— b 139  i^ Q / ^' , S 7f






..,.. ^7. y_`'1 N /, /.9;._ b' ®._. ..s:'.'/:_`_ .. Gb' 3a ' 6 d • d 7
f
l a ,2;ys ^^4, T 6^3 •^ l7K,yl 4, 4-7f
14	 s
__ _ O //S'.0q O





.f !c .11 u C 5
f JA , !9
17	 s f P I
I	 A v L e 4 k, r, AJ ,►r,,f
COMMENTS: ^/,^ La 4,{ —^ /` ^rvs g^s U P . Ti^.► rn/..^rr	 7'vrQmc, 4r— 0^r






TTU NASA WWT TEST DATA (continued)
Test No.	
fpm
pq  2^ ^. r
None. Wind Val.
Date
Data WIND TUNNEL DATA Velocity Torque Power










































Final Room Data:	 T room 6 f- F, P . eO, 9i	 "Hg ' TBar20, S *C, Time	 /x/,;.
' COMMENTS: .l c_
ORIG11 " PAGE Is
or pooR QUALITY
Test No.
TTU-NASA WWT TEST DATA
Nom. Wind Vel.
ti Date	 2M., ► ,_„
Performance Test of Model (^^ WWT, Config.
Test Objective /^.lS^^//- ^'^	 a	 .G^ !/G /f,Jc G,kGn1gli
Test Cond._,___ ....^,._
G Observer s) 	 ,la	 ' Troo	 Ern--- y -- F ' P Bar-4Z-Z9C....PH9 i TBar— &S	 'C
time start_	 ^!/,1'_ end 4';eo	 Bar,.__..	 0	 Hg







PVel_ StaticPt. Time Temp T
No. Press Press Speed Aar
Py Ps T N VZ
7fpm' O H' 0 "H70 OF RPM  m/s mN • m War's



































:OMMENI• S:	 /(%v Lot,d /'.i iti -" /^78	 (^c'u^i^yl I ^^^'9ys d^^ ®.,/y Ia^J,
Test No.	 p9 2
Nom. Wind Vei,	 fpm












































ac's; a.'r y,^	 l 9. a	 y ^ rrs




TTU-NASA WWT TEST DATA 4'	 Nom. Wind  V 
a 
1.
Date 2 ^ rs
Performance Test of Model &-3 WWT, Config.
Test Objective r 4: y
	
j; a zXoggg r ka ee.1	 w
Test Cond.	 a	 Z'Ugtge ReLer A h'-J Ze-i
Observer (s) 24,,,4 S'464?	 T oofft.	 g;A; -41 ' "	 Tr _k^F; PBar ') Y '*	 Bar
t I ma a tn rl-	 and '/:Y g PBar,-,, V "Hg
Data V'h'^,D TUNNEL DATA Torque Velocity Torque Power





meter) (Cale.) (Ca t e.)PV is
1OH20 "H20 OF RPM In-oz fpm	 m/s I MN -m watts















/'/a de -7 f)v /3 .7 __
 96,73 14, I T































COMMENTS:	 X	 I 4Z C	 r A e 'r	 td 0s 4V
Ilk
4	 A0	 e
Performance Test of Model	 -
/	 Test No.





Observer(s) ':a) •a	 e	 Troom- 7o —OF; P Bar efa k-`r "Hg;TBar-44d&—*C
time startf/;'/L end "BS P Bar or r C+	 11H9







PStatic TempPt. Time Vel T
No. Press Press Speed A=Pv PS T N ez/ In
IIH20 111-120 OF RPM fpm	 m/s	 I mN • m Watts
1	 f lee.	 7 b . 386 78 A! -Me
Ala
2	 f l ?. Iv 4. 3 t$ 7 6 ^'y su 3• v ^.' /• / 8 x• 4,3
s
s4 . a.y.34 , 3  y, H
i y.	 v f	 f3f
I	
s
.f36 , 3^ X37 16 3Z 14 v ^ ^ fd.^b 16. f25	 f
si
6	 f  e.yJ& , 3 Y 87 lcgt IS f /^6,6 ^ ^, 3S
7.. s



























:011MEN1' S : -ki-e - r	 T C.f 	 d ter/ /a .^^' C®.^ /r_ f c
Test No. /} -^ 5 •-
C
Nom. Wi nd V e 1. t ,5-0  u	 f
Date 11 /,.,2 a R(
Performance Test of Model /(-j WWT, Config.
Test Objective 0eAerm-,n c' i),:r &d,G`ae e /^, ^^ 1 L• /g^G^ee,/ nd•^ts ^S/ec ^e ^(
Test Cond. ^^ AZZ& 4a n
	
1-o, er•&.A.-el
Observer(s) Ah	 Troom-i= ---OF ' PBar- e- - ---11M9: T Bar R 8,0 OC







































4	 s` ^' l 7, 1	 _ Svc/3 4,38
f 7 8 31 7 0
f























_em 14//A a.h`f 	 SZi	 : 4
•	 a
^i » 144-,? .^ in t t . ^/lL 0 J^ /,^ f/'Lin ^0 c^u ,^ cr i , ,;A d P,. ,L4 es
~~ TTU-NASA WWT TEST DATA
nala•al`^	 +^
TTU NASA WWT TEST DATA (continued)
T-st No.	 .. ", pg 2
Nom. W i nd ft, .^  A,,	 f pm
Date






























































Final Room Data:	 T
roon..	 OF. P Be r .1^ "'H2O, 1 Bar2 -Q-*C Time
COMMENTS:
Test No. Ir-1_
If Nam. Wind Vel. 6.s' .^ Ik
	
fpm
Date 9 3 ,.e
Performance Test of Model &-3 WWT, Config.
Test Objective
	 5^,„ C 4_1 ft-a








































I. 1,.25 43 9 /y'^	 vca v
s
2	 f ' 
s"7C
,	
,5 Yr_3 G o 7 _ S..3
2 3.3^ 3 , 9
S3	 _ f
,2.s ^^ /. 2s yS !	 ^7 s 	 l 3 6. a L' S, 3 ^
f
5	 s Z. SC  •5- J, xS JI 9 G to Y 91Z
6	 sf




e,	 GS / , 4 S 706 ! ^',
 tj 61 8 s b ,'^ '^
f c$0 5, 8 3^
10	 s
f
^,.s^s /, ^-3 Q^ Sol !^. 7 916171; 5.1 3
tt	 . S
f











. 7 61,,9 3 v
16	 __ s
f
^ .5^' y "e o
17	 f
sl
f	 TTU-NASA WWT TEST DATA
Troom—-^F' PBar 2 9. /b "H9^ TBar ^^^-0CN•	 Ptime start 2l'_S e_ end J•%.3	 Bar,.-,.,	 "Hg
COMMENTS: l^"e!t `;:^ ST^Ir /T ,f ^^ss^^^c - S//yAJgC' e
u




^►t^i., f s _ /^y L o Ems/ / .s ^i^... _t 3^..r c t i
/ a e14 f 7 (^ ^ T' w C 0. h
Test No.	 p9'C ' Nom	 Ind Vol.	 fpm





















































































E1'TU-NASA WWT T ST DATA	 'tom. Wind Ve 1.	 - 4 G	 fpm
 ate 2 ja 3A, r
Performance Test of Model I WWT, Config.
Test Objective 
_OC/^-r.a,.t.{L,.T/^ 1^L`C.►yl dnG^ l^.^I^ ±'	 ^'^	 G^ .f keJi t
Test Cond . f_lA rs.1_ eil.^s'rs__^..t^.Ch'^h f ^l f din d	 SiGL•ih,1ht^i e,d
44
Observer(s) 7^9_!!	
Troo	 OF. PBar I: f LP- r^HS> TDar	 .x., "C
I`	 t imp. start dy:_+its and //:/&' PBar-	 ® "Hg
Data WIND TUNNEL DATA Force Velocity Torque Power
Pt. Time Shaft (Torque) V T PVel Static Tamp









5 ^^^_.1 t®s Li, a 3 3, yO 3, 7-^f
4 1, 7^b s' 9® yes 1,, 7 117.3 0f
f
f






























COMMENTS: :1 ^h C 5..Z& II nom t a t	 a tie t4^^ - ^/^	 o
a 
i$2 C	 A u g ^.,^,,, ,^ e, ^-
%1 ~ i.ss ^Ai., ^Pr /e .•e% fcr t^ 9^i,rr1^1-r /A LB^J ^..	 ^^ e rr	 /^•: ^^-u sif ^s
J`Gi •.std 61&e s	 1^ or f;'..r e a/- x",
E 1
Test No. /,.-/o PN
Noac d i nd Vol. 
.'fir^ C_ o	 f pw
Date' ' e 1-0
X.,
TTU NASA WWT TEST DATA (continued)
Data WIND TUNNEL DATA Force Velocity Torque Power
VeI Static TempPt. Time Shaft (Torque) Vw T P
No. Press Press Speed Aran)
Py Ps T N F
"M , O "H20 OF RPM gm fpm	 m/s I	 MN-m Watts
s









































TTU-NASA WWT TEST DATA 	




Performance Test of Model	 WWT, Config.
Test Objective ,54mr, di





C L? "Hg: TBar-ACES
t ima Mart /,?'A.S and ^.L	 PBar..,,,.-	 a "Hg
Data WIND TUNNEL DATA Force Velocity Torque Power




i,..'	 .`	 .$/4.*)Pv Ps
"H 0 1'H20 OF RPM fpm	 m/s I mN-m Watts
_ de 1003 /.	 3 la '®.__ 1^1a.. 0 0g





S ^, a d^ ^. Z 3 y s' uk4 (^.
f





k ,Fs-,6 1 • _J 3 5f
,
f
8	 s Zr-Y4 4.3 Y e 74 1 I. 7 8 1
 ;^ e , 3f
g	 s ^, .SSA 1 • ^' 3 /c;^ © 6 Y //
,,^.^ ___ 7 ^, ,3 8 S N g'f
f




13	 S a Y. & I R . 4- !^f
14	 S i'.ss1. 1.43 103 !G y 13• e
1 5	 s , ?-.3 103 v ^' / 3 g o, 9f
16	 S A',.5:3 ,,	 3 _/off v,
 u^ v
-f





,Wind Ve 1. _ fyg &,	 fp
TTU NASA WWT TEST DATA (continued) 	 Date	 t ^s ' b-0
Data WIND TUNNEL DATA Force Velocity Torque Power	 o














gm f m	 m/s I mN • m Watts
s
18	 f

































TTU -NASA WWT TEST DATA	 "• Wind Vol. s"^!'oa	 fpm ,
Date ga d: f,^^e 9 /
Performance Test of Model 	 WWT, Config.
Test Objective 
_/fir	 L_, t1 .S'e%-,e,IA ^ .r^.re. fj .l /g
Test Cond. /C/^D.)!' rlJ„ Lfr'i ,gad ewA e,G'/ 0 ,e.L — "a.q„7 A• 1d1e _&t•r/
Observer(s)
	 Troow	 2F' POar?--`--"H9' Tear-Lo o -C
time start I:3.f and 2.'121' Pear,...	 "Hg
Data WIND TUNNEL DATA Velocity Torque Power












.,^ 11_,.x_._ .e^?.	 _ a	 71 cf
s
3 ,_ _. _. 1 s_$j .. ,.,7 ..^ / d . 31. v7 ,^, y8f
4 5 0 38-1-3 4,f.
s 7 80 L7
f
7	 5 ... /1 ZA® A.	 : 6 VA .. tIT .,_,. ^ v v ^ ^ , b Sf
— ,f _
f



















TTU NASA WWT TEST DATA (continued)
Test No, -A—z A-- K
Noma" 'Ind  Va l. ,U" ov	
_ 
f
Date 2 'd dedg, a ^!




























































Final	 Room Data: Troortr 	 F P B^f' /g 14 H 2O, TBar,f a °C, Time	 ^C
COMMENTS;
TTU-NASA WWT TEST DATA
Performance Test of Model &-3 WWT, Config.
Test No. , -f z(C Nom. Wind Vol. 	 ,^^	 fpm
Data 12g'
GCS G^^in
T room- -4-----^ F ' P Da
,Jr ?_ f ,d ,H
9 • TBar-b^.4.62-9C




Data	 WIND TUNNEL DATA 	 Force




SpeedNo.	 Press	 Press	 f.
Pv	 Ps	 T	 N	 0z7i j





5 ^s ^., o^ Iv...^ 9'64 __7. o _
60 4-68f _
f
9	 s ^ v a.
J	 g
















COMMENTS: 4 s 1( erh A c _ < <fi f/Le .S^li // ^vry	 S^ ilLs	 ^4.r	 /y rg^ c^
/J_°r vim• a To 4 /GL_ t r On C y. /" ti _ ^^, /.4 ^ L V s_^ ^e ^ ^'f	 .G S





Nomt. 1 Ind Val.
TTU NASA WWT TEST DATA (continued) Date
Data WIND TUNNEL DATA Force Velocity Torque Power
Pt. Time shaft (Torque). V T PVel Static Temp
No. Press Press Speed Arm)
Pv Ps T N F






























Final Room Data:	 T rc;ortr	 -'F' PBar'^ /o ^JH2O ' 'Bar— °C, Time ,^, ass
COMMENTS:	 idiom/, uc. i d ! ,'s .S ^,g t/ I-ur 6,1 ,4 e	 e 1	 c 4 J
-!	 to As.,. .66 e A6 e G y ert	 c	 3 % s	 es f ci-
Test No.
Nom. Wind Vet. J, 
- Z; ,Q-	 fpm
Date 4 3 Lla,2 e`	 TTU-NASA WWT TEST DATA
F-
k
Performance Test of Model &-J WWT, Config.
Test Objective Z2N %'Lt^i. ••.C/ ^'l=^ -^n
Test Cond . /^"1 ^•^,^ Ar' ,,4	 C. L. - &,.
	 .1.y r, ^.,. e -= . X/eeA'ed
Observer(s)	 Troom-	 --	 PBar- - -0. 2'" ; TBar. ^.®C
time start Y.V—X- end -`:,e4 PBar,.,,.,.	 b "Hg
Data WIND TUNNEL DATA Force Velocity Torque Power
Pt. Time Shaft (Torque) V T PVel Static Temp
No. Press Press Speed •f7^^^Pv Ps T N
"N 0 '"H	 0 OF RPM f m
	




.'_ 7_ _ _Y^ .i. cn4 a ^, a
f
f


























NASA WWT TEST DATA (continued) 	 Date s' 3 1^hc ^f^^







































































TTU-NASA WWT TEST DATA	
Nom. Wind Vol.
Date e_,J
Performance Test of Model /r-3 WWT, Config.
Test Objective ^.50o" C d S	 -/q
.^ Test Cond.	 ,►^ N	 .^ O(-/'` ^Cx^:a	 W vc /,
Observer(s) 	 Troortr--	 ---*F' PBar	 'd;+ "Hg; TBar J OC
time start Y/.?o and x:.91	 P Bar..__,.	 "Hg
Data WIND TUNNEL DATA Torque Velocity Torque Power
Vol Static TempPt. Time Shaft (Torque-•' V T P
No. Press Press Speed meter) (Caic.) (Calc.)
Py Ps T N
"H0 "H 0 OF RPM in-oz fpm	 m/ s mN-m Watts
f
v o ^. ,f
S je. S'`7 ZZ '71e 41,
5 ^'. SG 1 /, —le 9's (/ 7
5	 S x'_:_,54 /• / !! /S	
_ - 
S G
3 9..a `f ,^ . 1 3f
s
 S'G 7 , e! s y s




8	 s ^•SG7 i^	 e y 7 ^'r'
-^


















Test No. 	 pg
Nom. C ,d Val. 16 pm
	TTU NASA W4T TEST DATA (continued)	 Date " 3 .L a . '!^/






Pt.	 Time	 Val	 Static Temp	 Shaft	 Torque	 Vw	 T	 P
	
Jo,	 Press	 Press	 Speed (Torque-
Py	 Ps	 T	 N	 meter)	
(Galt.)	 (Galt.)

















































Nom. Wind Vel. X4-,4_
Date	 _P ./.._
Performance Test of Model h(-3 WWT, Config.
Test Objective
	 /^^rfui h, a., c e• ^. I^( S'^• / cs,^,/^eP/, s	 ®d^'r^/
ti Test Cond .^=^'p,^,l ^ur,L UAd/ L -12n6 J &ZIeA — Lt^,^ rr/ A Zkc ed'
Observer (s)	 Troo I `' —^ F ' P9ar	 ° 111,19; Tgar4814)  'C
t 1m. et'^*^[^: ^O .nA / e BC P Anr_	 III ^'NR)
^.^	 TTU-NASA WWT TEST DATA(
,- 1
Data WIND TUNNEL DATA Torque Velocity Torque Power
Vel Static TempPt. Time Shaft (Torque- V T PNo. Press Press Speed meter) (Galt.) (Cale )Pv Ps T id
11 1-1 2 0 "H 2 0 OF I	 RPM in-oz fpm	 m/s mN•m Watts
f
rf •
3 _ : ^r.3_ e
.^ q _ //117 S, 9 !, G S 6 . lf
f _
f
s6 ---^ /,796 ,
9Y
_
_f4„ 8.f y _ _/3,/ yf9,^-a ^, ^^
f





l.^ 7 1'G _ a ^''y _... y 8 .y r, 7._ __!..'•.`! __
t t
	
5 00 ... 1S, 7 ... / / v J
 3 , 6 6f
12	 s ,1'..75'x'












Test No. A- -L b Pg 2
Nom. 1( i V 0 1 - ss- o 0	 —fpm
TTU NASA WWT TEST DATA (continued)
	
Date
Data WIND TUNNEL DATA Velocity Torque Power
P t. Time Shaft Torque VW T PVel Static Temp
No. Press Press Speed (Torque- (Galt.) (Calc.)Pv Ps T N meter)


































Fins. ► 	 Room Data: T	 8,3- O F,
room-
P J^? F, 3Ba r— "Hg,	 -r8aA? "';0 O C, Timer
COMMENTS:
Test Pln.
TTU-NASA WWT TEST DATA
Nom. Wind Vol.	 j,	 -y n
C
Date ALI
Performance Test of Model `-.3	 WWT, Config.
Test Objective	 .5 e; 	 e a I &-/4




	 ---OF' PBar^ --11M9; TBar^	 --^C
tim,. atAr /1.:646 and /Z'/3	 PBar,._-.	 La	 "N9
Data WIND TUNNEL DATA Torque Velocity Torque Power
Vel Static TempPt. Time Shaft (Torque- V T P
No. Press Press Speed meter) ._., (Cale.) (Cale.)
Pv Ps T N
"H 0 "H20 OF PPM In-oz fpm	 m/s mN•m Watts
1	 s ,Ss' /. ^.' o ,/ f3,3_ k^, _6 v c e ^y tS
f
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s15	 ^.,s1 9 /.	 f^ /v 7 e 'e, 7
16	 s 3-Is-
17	 S i^.^IY /,/e 1 0 v e b,/ vf
COMMENTS:	 i,j 6 , e r fe r Iva 4-w a d
t\
_WPM	
Nom. Wk , 1 Ve 1. (o slat)	 fpm





























































Test No. A-1 g
Wind Vol.
 Lr^_
Date ^' T •h.,e 'yr
C	 TTU-NASA WWT TEST DATA
Nom.
Performance Test of Model A-,I WWT, Config.
Test 0bJectIve 1), #&.em/,, , e hkr_ r'm fer « iA,a `A yS eLgg g 	 a.rij ki c/tea
Test Conde,
Observers).'
 T	 ^•	 dx, ^7 gr..(	 room^
	 F' PBar
	 PH " TDar- ", S 
• 
C
tuns atnr'p / 'A,< snd LL'OR	 Bar____	 C 01H9
Data WIND TUNNEL DATA Torque Velocity Torque Power
Vel Static TempPt. Time Shaft (Torque- v T P
No. Press Press Speed meter) (Cale.) (Cale.)
Pv Ps T N
"H 2 0 "M 0 •F	 I RPM In-oz fpm	 m/s mN-m Watts
f
^y. 71 41 a y2
7 S7 3, 07 7, 60f /, M7
4	
s
.jj7 -W 7 .67 8 ^. i_._ S7, A o B 7f
5	 s /r
....78 7 . 8 7_ 1' L / a	 6.17 74,737.3
`, 51 7f
f
y, , 3,4 g ^f
8	 s 76 67
f
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COMMENTS:
Test No. A-is p9
'	 Nom. 1< ! Vol. 1.5- y o f pm
t./.. g e ';FrTTU NASA WWT TEST DATA (continued) 	 Date A'.J	 -
Data	 WIND TUNNEL DATA 	 Ve locity	 Torque	 Power
ii
Final	 Room Data: Troom-S=^--o F' P Bar A^ 7 1'H90	 TBa 4``--55'°C, Time	 le u Y
'	 COMMENTS:
Pt. Time Shaft Torque Vw T PVal Static Temp
No. Press Press Speed (Torque- (Veit. ) (Ca1c.)
Py Ps T N meter)
"H 0 -1±101 OF RPM f m	 m/s mN-m Watts_
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^^ TTU-NASA WWT TEST DATA r	
Nom. Wind Vol. d;'-y 
Frt
Date jigs'
Performance Test of Model WWT, Config.
Test Objectives 
-,5-&i-+G fr...5...&/4
Test Cond.	 ," C^.5t/r s Ir-/_g e	 ( jf"j	 zo, wia„ z leaz,,_^_.
Observer(s) ';^I, A. acd4a Troom-e-^---0F' P Bar ,92 JA	 TBar 	 U 'C—'1Hg '
timoo	 atwrt.4 'V and	 `/:/S	 PBar„_--	 V	 "H9
Data WIND TUNNEL DATA Torque Velocity Torque Power
Vol Static TampPt. Time Shaft (Torque- V T P
No. Press Press Speed meter) (Caic.) (Calc.)
PV Ps T N
"H 7. 0 "H O "F RPM in-oz f m	 m/ s mN-m Watts
l	
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f
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i. Wind Velocity - from wind tunnel measurements
2 P 	 Pv, velocity pressure in psf units
IV




P	 P	 - 
PBar("Hg)70.75 + Ps(""20)5.2 P
w	 Tunnel	 ^w F +
T  • wind tunnel temperature in °F
lbf
R	 specific gas constant - 53.35 
ft
Turr for air
2(5.2)PV ' (Tw + 460) g  1/2 ft
Vw
	 \J-326 PBar +	 Ps	 sec
2. Blade Velocity - of WWT rotor\
VB - 
VBlade Tip W  - 27r( 
N ( rpm)I R(ft)
3. Wind Power - in wind tunnel
P	 p A V 
(Vw )	 pw - density - RT
	
as above
w	 w c w 2
Ac - wind collector area in ft 
Vw - wind velocity in ft/sec
P  - 0.042 PAcV 2	watts
4. Shaft Power - measured by torque transducer
P sh - cTN -	 T - measured torque in milli-Newton meters (mNm)
N - measured shaft speed in Rev/min
C - conversion factor
Psh - 0.1047T(1000) watts
5. Power Coefficient	 / N
C . 
Psh - 0.1047T'10pp^	 dimensionless
p Pw	O.0 2pAcV
6. Speed Ratio
VRotor ® VB _
w	 w
27r WO
10.4Pv (Tw + 460)gc
1.326P Bar +0.0975Ps
dimensionless
